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One of the most fascinating parts of Russia is the area on the far side of the Caspian Sea. Before 
the first World War the Russian General Government of Turkestan, including the Khanate of Khiva, 
and Emirate of Bukhara was nearly sixteen times as large as England, and contained some ten million 
inhabitants, of whom 7 per cent were Russian. Peter the Great, and Nicholas I, in 1717 and 1839 
respectively, unsuccessfully attempted the conquest of Khiva. but in 1865 Tashkent fell into the hands of 

. the Russians. Between 186-6 and 1868 Samarkand and Khodzhent passed into Russian possession whilst 
Khiva was humbled in 1873. 1876 saw the last portion of the Khanate of Kokand incorporated into 
Russia under· the name Ferghana. In 1884 General Skobdev overcame the Turkom:lns of Merv; and it 
was during this campaign (in August 1880) that the Central Asian, or Transcaspian Railway was com
menced, running towards Samllrkand and Tashkent from the shore of the Caspian Sea. By 1895 most 
of the Pamir plateau had been annexed by Russia, which country was then separated from British India 
by a thin strip of nominally Afghan territory, a few miles wide. 

The 1914 Baedeker Guide, from which these facts are taken, as usual has some worthwhile hints 
to travellers. Foreigners were not allowed to visit Turkestan except by special permission, applications 
from travellers having to be sent through their own country's embassy at St. Petersburg at the latest, six 
months before the beginning of the journey. The proposed route had to be given in detail, but the Pamirs, 
the route from Merv to Kushka. and several other routes were completely banned to foreigners. On 
arrival at Askhabad, Bukhara, or Tashkent. the traveller had to call upon the Russian diplomatic officials 
(dress clothes de rig11e11r). Even in the early thirties. the Soviet Government forbade foreigners visiting 
Turkestan, and Ethel Mannin's entertaining book "South to Samarkand'' tells of a successful venture 
without the required permission. Just b-.!fore World War ll. "lntourist" began for the first time to woo 
travellers, and even laid on inclusive tours to Bukhara. Today, of course, things have gone much further, 
though it almost certainly isn't the same Turkestan that was de~ribed in Baedeker. 

To the postmark collector, Transcaspia and Turkestan offer an exciting prospect. Towns and 
villages are remote, particularly those off the railway. but all the same, material can be secured, if one is 
patient. Early cancellations must inevitably be scarce, if not rare, but examples of the period 1910-1914 
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are. for the most part, not too difficult. Stamps used in the Khanate of Khiva, and the Emirate of Buk
hara. are properly regarded as "Used Abroad," and Part III of the Tchilinghirian and Stephen work 
("Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad") deals with them admirably. 

Apart from Khiva and Bukhara, the collector can seek cancellations from Transcaspia, Syr Daria, 
Samarkand, and Ferghana Oblasts. The relative portion of a 1914 Post and Telegraph map for Russian 
Asia is reproduced, showing Post Offices in operation at that time. Cancellations most often seen are 
KRASNOVODSK (the railhead, and main port on the eastern side of the Caspian); FIRUNZA, ASK
HABAD, DUSHAK, TEDZHEN, MERY, SAMARKAND, KODZHENT, KOKAND, TASHKENT, 
and NAMANGAN. Less often seen are those from the Bukharan Emirate, but CHARDZHUI is reason
ably often seen. Stamps used in the Khanate of Khiva are particularly scarce, as one would imagine. 

It is especially pleasing to secure such items-and this goes for all cancellations of the period of 
course-clearly impressed on the large Romanov Tercentenary stamps, and a small selection is illustrated 
on page 4, primarily for the benefit of collectors to whom this game may be new. Experienced 
hands will have noted that particular stamps seem to pair off with certain cancellations. For example, 
why should we see the lR. Romanov used relatively frequently from STARII MARGELAN? The 50k. 
and 70k. Romanov;; often appear beautifully cancelled TCHELEKEN ZAKASP. "a," d,.:ad on the centre 
of each stamp? Clearly the Postmaster had all the time in the world to datestamp his letters! 

Soviet stamps-particularly of the late twenties and early thirties show some interesting Trans
caspian c:tncellations, and, likewise, we illustrate a small selection in the centre pages. The "large-head .. 
stamps used in 1928/29 are especially conducive to good cancellations. Amongst the most often seen 
are DUSHAK, TASHKENT, ASKHABAD, and SAMARKAND for the late twenties. Success in 
obtaining modern cancellations will depend largely on contacts in those areas. 

In this edition of the Journal we offer several articles devoted to stamps, covers, and cancellations 
of Transcaspia and Turkestan. We had hoped to be able to treat the subject at greater length, but time 
has been against us. 

THE BOGUS STAMPS OF BUKHARA 1886 
P. T. Ashford 

The story of the alleged issue of stamps for Bukhara in 1886 was w-!11 documented by the late Fred 
J. Melville in "The Stamp Lover" in his series "Phantom Philately .. published in 1918. The fascinating 
series of articles were later published in book form under the same title, and are well known, dealing as 
they do with many bogus issues prior to World War r. 

However, the story is well worth telling once again, even if we are obliged to lean heavily on Mel
ville·s researches and serves as a bright little chapter on Transcaspian philately. 

In 1886 the Emirate of Bukhara was reported to have issued a series of three postage stamps
of values 11 pouls vermilion, 22 pouls bronze green, and 65 pouls lilac. The stamps were illustrated in 
"Der Philatelist" and "Le Timbre Poste .. in that year although the chroniclers of new issues were anxious 
to secure further information about them. In January 1887, an Orientalist, a Monsieur Rodet, wrote 
to .. Le Timbre Poste" explaining that the inscriptions on the crudely printed stamps (see centre pages) 
which showed three lines of lettering, apparently a stylised gateway, and two rosettes, read "post house" 
("'tchaparh hame"); "pul"- the Bukharan coin; and at the bottom, "Bukhara."' 

In August 1887, M. de Semenoff, who wrote from Persia, pointed out that though there was no 
Government post in Bukhara, the Emir had granted the right to a merchant to establish a postal service 
in the interior. linking Bukhara with Khi,a. Katta Kurgan and Chardjuy. The newspaper "Journal of 
St. Petersburg .. stated later that there was no official post in Bukhara and the characters on the stamps 
were meaningless. 

The Residency Surgeon at the Russian Embassy in Bukhara at this time was Dr. 
Heyfolder. Enquiries had been addressed to him concerning the stamps, and it is apparent from the 
notes of Fred J. Melville, and also the writings of George Dobson in his interesting book "Russia's Rail
way Advance into Central Asia" that despite a considerable knowledge of Bukhara at the time, he could 
find no evidence of the existence of any postal service, official or unofficial. Melville reports that Dr. 
Heyfelder showed an example of the stamp to Monsieur 0. W. Klemm, the Russian Government Agent, 
an expert in Oriental languages, who said it was "neither a stamp nor a seal .. and stated that "such a thing 
never existed nor is in existence in Bukhara. ·· George Dobson records that" .... while I was in Bukhara 
some ingenious persons in Europe were endeavouring to take advantage of the credulous by representing 
the Emir's country to be so far advanced in modern civilisation that it had long been included in the Inter-
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national Postal Union, and possessed an organised Penny Post. A number of spurious Bukharan post
age stamps appear to have been circulated among collectors; and Dr. Heyfelder had the satisfaction of 
exposing the fraud, by informing the numerous correspondents who wrote to him on the subject that no 
native postal service or postage stamp had ever existed. Since the completion of the railway to Samar
kand, a regular Russian post has naturally been organised all along the line, and Bukhara has thus been 
brought within the reach of the letter post of Europe." 

In spite of all this, the so-called "Bukharan" stamps were shown used on cover by the famous Aus
trian philatelist Friedl at the Vienna International Philatelic Exhibition in 1890, and continued to be on 
show at Friedl's postal museum at Vienna for some time, where Mr. Charles J. Phillips saw them two years 
later. In "Gibbons' Monthly Journal" (Vol. If, page 369) Phillips says: "In the second room, I was especi
ally struck with some of the Bukharan stamps on an original envelope, which franked a letter sent by the 
well-known traveller George M'Keanon to Mr. Friedl, dated Bukhara Sept. 10th, 1886, and stating that 
these stamps were used for camel postage. The envelope is still entire, and is franked with the red and 
green Bukhara stamps from Bukhara to Vienna, and is specially interesting as it has often been disputed 
that these stamps paid postage, and this clearly proves that they did so, and that they should be accepted 
as postage stamps." 

A writer in "The Philatelic Record" accepted the stamps after having seen "various specimens on 
the original envelopes" but he does not say whether or not the specimens he saw were the ones on Friedl's 
cover. Alfred Smith and Co's "Monthly Circular" also came out in support of the issue. Fred J. Mel
ville admits that he has not seen any of the actual covers referred to, but in an early book, "Die Peri che 
Post und die Postwerthziechen von Persien und Buchara" by Friedrich Schiller, published in Vienna 1893, 
appears illustrations of two covers, and the original letters, and Melville didn't think much of them. 

Says Melville: "(Herr Schiller's) book .... contains collotype reproductions of the letters and envel
ope which purport to have been sent to Friedl from the 'well known traveller' George M' .... (the signature 
is neither M'Keanon nor M'Kinnon). It also illustrates a letter bearing two of the stamps addressed to 
Monsieur Mottes at Teheran, of whom there is no poorer credential for a stamp issue from Central Asia. 
·'Major" Moues was notorious for his trafficking in forgeries and fakes of Persian stamps. The "well 
known traveller's" letter is not the letter of an educated Englishman, and appears to be a crude forgery 
written by a foreigner with so little knowledge of English that it should have been sufficient to give the 
game away. Literally, as far as the very un-English handwriting can be deciphered, it reads: 

S. Friedl, Esqre. 
Vienna. 

Bokhara, the 10/September 1886. 

By passing Vienna I visited your admirable postage stamp museum. Passing now this stupide 
country I find they use here too something like a stamp for theyr Camel Post. So I inquired about it 
and got a couple for you which I send herewith in your albums as a rarity. 

• Yours faithfully, 
George McK---. 

Who was this well-known British traveller would could not write his own language? Dr. Max 
Ritter von Proskowetz-Marstolf it was who was kind enough to inform Mr. Friedl that the puzzling letter 
was in the handwriting of the 'world famed traveller Mr. George M'Kinnon' but in his own book "From 
the Neva to Samarkand" (Vienna 1889) Dr. Max himself wrote •'There is no post office in the Emirate 
and therefore there are no postage stamps of Bukhara:' 

OUTSTANDING COVERS 

A. Droar and Dr. A. H. Wortman 

We are obliged to our President Mr. Alex Droar and to Dr. Alfred H. Wortman for allowing us 
to write up several outstanding covers from Turkestan and Transcaspia, and illustrate them in the centre 
pages. 
(I) 1877 COVER FROM VERNII 

Early covers from Turkestan are extremely rare, and this 8k. stationery envelope from Vernii took 
our eye some years ago when we had the privilege of looking through part of Mr. Droar's fine collection . 
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The embossed stamp is cancelled VERN([ 24 SEP. 1877, and there are two other impressions of this same 
postmark on the reverse of the cover, one of them of the following day. There are two impressions of 
an arrival cancellation 1 TASHKENT I 29 SEP. 1877 on the front of the cover. We imagine that these 
cancellations of Vernii and Tashkent must have been the first types allocated to these Turkestan offices. 

(21 1881 COVER FROM KOKAN 
A somewhat similar cover, but this time from Kokan is illustrated from the collection of Dr. A. 

H. Wortman. The 8k. postal stationery envelope is cancelled by an early postmark reading KOKAN 
FERGANSK OBL. dated 12 MAR. 1881, and is addressed to Saratov. A further Kokan postmark 
of 13 MAR. 1881 is impressed on the reverse, together with a Railway cancellation POCHTOVI V AGON 
No. 70 (4) I MAY 1881. A figure "I" is placed sideways near the date, and if this indicates the station 
en route at which the postmark was impressed, the .. I .. should mean Tashkent. Another intriguing 
postmark shown on the reverse of this cover is that of the KAZAN-SARATOV steamer, dated 3 MAY 
1881 which also shows the number 12 sideways on. An arrival postmark 3 SARATOV 3, 4 MAY 1881 
of the Imperial post, and a Town post marking "MORNING'' complete the record. In passing, it is 
interesting to mention that the cover travelled firstly by road (from Kokan to Tashkent); then by rail 
(Tashkent to Samara); by Volga steamer (Samara to Saratov) and thence by town post to its final des
tination. 

(31 1889 COVER FROM SAMARKAND 
A third early cover from Turkestan (from Dr. Wortman·s collection) is illustrated, this time from 

Samarkand. A registered cover, franked by a 14k. Arms type stamp, this item is addressed to Hull, 
Yorkshire. The stamp is cancelled 2 SAMARKAND ZERAVSH. OKR. 2 POCHT. TEL. KONT. 
1 MAR. 1889, and there is similar postmark (except "I SAMARKAND 1·· and dated 2 MAR. 1889) 
on the reverse. Also impressed on the reverse are three Moscow transit postmarks. The oval Regis
tered LONDON 7 MY 89 is struck as an arrival marking on the front of the cover. 

(4) RUSSIAN FlELD CARD FROM PERSIA 1917 
This most unusual field post card of 1917, also from Dr. Wortman's collection, is sent by a serving 

soldier to a. Prisoner-of-War in Germany. Such cards were sent postage free, but were impressed by 
the datestamp of the office of origin, in this case POLEVOE ETAPNOE P.T.O. 245 "b" 10.10.17. The 
sender gives his address as "Caucasian Army via Enzeli, 1st. Caucasian Cavalry Corps, 2nd Camel Trans
port, .. and there is a cachet reading "2nd Camel Transport, Detachment ofGiumen." Also handstamped 
on the card (on the reverse) are Censor markings of Askhabad (Transcaspia) and Baku. Dr. Wortman 
tells us of his searches to identify the placename Giumen. He says "There is no town of that name in 
any Russian list. I have tried every available source, but in the London Philatelist, No. 720 of Novem
ber 1952, there is an article on Persian postmarks, illustrating and listing a large number. Among them 
is an oval mark in Arabic, and this is given as GURGAN, 90 miles east of the Caspian Sea, with a note 
that it is shown as Jurjan on some maps. There is a JORJARM shown on a map I possess (longtitude 
57, latitude 37) and about 40 miles east of Gumbad-1-Kabuz. I believe this is the place mentioned in 
the Russian cachet, and probably the b1se of Polievoe Etapnoe P.T.O. 245 (Field Depot P.T.D. 245), thus 
confirming its "Used Abroad" status. 

Mr. S. D. Tchilinghirian briefly mentioned this card in his "Used Abroad" Chronicle-IX, B.J.R.P. 
No. 36, page 25, and it is generally agreed that its origin was Persia, although having been routed through 
Transcaspia and Baku. 

THE MALLESON MISSION TO TRANSCASPIA 1918-19 

P. T. Ashford 
One almost forgotten British military campaign of the Civil War period relates to Transcaspia 

and resulted from the activities of the "Malleson Mission." A book devoted to this subject-"The Trans
caspian Episode" (by Brigadier C. N. Ellis) was published in London in 1963, and records for the first 
time at any length the story of this campaign. 

As is well known, the collapse of the Russo-Turkish front in Transcaucasia allowed the Turks 
to advance on Baku, and the possibility remained that they might seize this source of oil and advance 
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further across the Caspian to Krasnovodsk and along the railway to Turkestan to obtain cotton. another 
commodity urgently needed by the Central Powers. Such a move would have also threatened the vulner
able British flank in Persia. Brigadier Ellis explains in his book, which is warmly recommended to read
ers wishing to read at length the pros and cons of this situation, that the political situation in Turkestan 
was confused,little factual information being known to the British Authorities in India. A Soviet Govern
ment, supported by Mensheviks, had seized power in Tashkent, Merv, Askhabad and Krasnovodsk, and 
proclaimed its authority over the whole of Turkestan. This regime, however, was cut off from Moscow 
and Petrograd by a Cossack force under Ataman Dutov, centred on Orenburg. An att,;mp( by Muslim 
Turkestani leaders to establish a Turkman government at Kokand, in accordance with the principles of 
the Petrograd Supreme Soviet, was crushed with great severity by the Tashkent Bolsheviks, who des
troyed the city and massacred many hundreds of its inhabitants. Survivors sought refuge in the Khanate 
of Bukhara, which was still independent, and formed guerilla bands which constantly harassed the Bol
sheviks in Turkestan. The Tashkent Soviet was now faced with a revolt by the Muslims of Turkestan, 
which consisted numerically of 90% of the population, and was also threatened by Ataman Dutov·s Coss
acks at Orenbur6, and other anti-Bolshevik forces in the north and north-east, and consequently began 
forming a 'Red Army' calling up Russian railway workers and troops who had melted away from the 
Cmcasian front, as well as many Austro-Hungarian war prisoners who had been freed, but were unable 
to return to their homeland, and might have starved had they not enlisted. 

It was in this climate that the British Military Authorities in London and India decided to send a 
mission to North Persia to observe this rapidly changing situation, and if the Turko-German forces suc
ceeded in reaching the Caspian, they could attempt to organise local resistance to their advance. The 
first Mission was, in effect, "Dunsterforce"-commanded by Major-General L. C. Dunsterville. who, 
with a convoy of armoured cars, left Baghdad for Enzeli on the Caspian, in January 1918. The object 
was to report on Turkish moves in the Tabriz area, and also at Baku. Later, with reinforcements, the 
Dunsterforce was invited by the authorities at Baku to assist in its defence against the Turkish advance. 
Major-General Dunsterville"s most entertaining book "The Adventures of Dunsterforce" (Edward Arnold, 
I 921) is available on loan from the Society's library. The second British Mission to be sent to Persia 
was that under the command of Major-General W. Malleson, which left Quetta for Meshed, in June, 
1918. A small detachment of Indian troops from units stationed in Persian Seistan acted as escort. The 
task of "Malmiss," as the Mission was called, was to keep a close watch on the Transcaspian situation, 
to take any action possible to deter enemy agents trying to reach Afghanistan or Baluchistan from the 
West, and to try and deny the use of the Transcaspian Railway to the Turks, if Baku was occupied. Major
General Malleson had served at the Indian Army G.H.Q. almost continuously from 1904 to 1914, and had 
been involved in operations in German East Africa in 1915 and 1916. Although he possessed exceptional 
knowledge and a!Jility as an Intelligence Officer, it would appear that his experience in command of troops 
i:1 the field was decidedly limited. A third Mission was planned to proceed to Tashkent via Kashgar to 
establish contact with the Soviet regime, in hope that the use of the Transcaspian Railway and the dis
posal of cotton stocks could be denied to the enemy. The story of this latter mission under Col. F. M. 
Bailey (incidentally a philatelist, whose collection was dispersed by Robson Lowe Ltd. some years ago) is 
recounted by Col. Bailey himself in his book "Mission to Tashkent," a copy of which 
is also in our Society's Library. 

As the Mission under General Malleson made its way to North East Persia, further changes in the 
Transcaspian political situation arose. Towards the end of June 1918, Russian railwaymen on the Trans
caspian Railway between Askhabad and Krasnovodsk went on strike against the order to mobilise sent 
from Tashkent. The Tashkent Soviet acted tough, declared martial law, and a number of people. includ
ing several railway workers· leaders in Askhabad were arrested and shot. The Tashkent head of the 
Cheka who had been sent to quell the disturbances arrived at Kizil Arvat, to repeat his success. but he 
was faced with a hostile and resolute body of railwaymen, who had heard of his activities at Ask
habad and who, after a short struggle, shot him and several of his bodyguards, and disarmed the rest. 
When news of the Kizil Arvat event reached Askhabad. it encouraged various Social Revolut
ionaries to show their hand, and the leader of the revolt, T. Funtikov, assisted by Vladimir Dok
hov and D. Kurilov (railwaymen) together with L. A. Zimen, a schoolmaster, formed a pro
visional government on 14th July, 1918. Uprisings occurred at Krasnovodsk and Merv and 
accepted direction from the Askhabad government. It was inevitable that the Tashkent 'Red' 
Army would soon be on the scene to take revenge, so that the Askhabad Government was obliged 
to defend itself by the formation of a small army from anti-Bolshevik elements. 
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On July 24th, the Red Army occupied Chardzhui and the railway bridge, and drove the Trans
caspians back to a position several miles east of Bairam Ali. The Turkman tribes at this point com
promised with the Transcaspians and they threw in their lot together, which meant that a number 
of cavalry units could be organised. The War Office and the Indian Government were undecided as 
to whether British forces should become actually engaged. However, it was proposed by Genl. Mall
eson to Askhabad that in return for improving the defences of Krasnovodsk and if necessary for render
ing the railway useless to the enemy, some British assistance could be counted upon. 

A further retreat by the Transcaspians to Bairam Ali was followed by an urgent appeal to Mal
leson for help. On 10th August the first British forces crossed the frontier and occupied Artik, a station 
on the railway, and a British-Indian machine-gun section was sent up the line to assist the Transcaspian 
troops. Three days later the Red forces attacked, and drove the Transcaspians back to Dushak, nearly 
100 miles to the rear. Although the action at Dushak was little more than a skirmish, says Brigadier 
Ellis, it brought British and Indian forces into conflict with Russians in Central Asia for the first time. 

An agreement was entered into between the British and the Askhabad Government providing 
for the provision of arms, and the participation by British troops at mutually agreed points along the 
railway. The next action occurred at Kaakha, on the railway 90 miles east of Askhabad, and after touch 
and go, the 19th Punjabis arrived on 25th August and though casualties were fairly high, the Tashkent 
forces were repulsed. The Headquarters of the-Malleson Mission centinued to be at Meshed, in Persia 
and the withdrawal of Dunsterville's force from Baku made the Askhabad Government realise that it 
faced danger from both east and west. Even so, as usual whenever Allied Forces intervened during the 
Civil War period, the local authority tended to sit back and let the Allied troops get on with the fighting_ 

On September 18th, the Askhabad Government"s representative at Mesh~d called on Malleson 
in a state of some excitement. He had received a telegram to say that a party of Bolshevik Commiss
ars, former members of the Baku Government, prior to the 'Centro-Caspian Dictatorship' so well des
cribed by General Dunsterville, had arrived at Krasnovodsk, and were held under arrest by the town 
council. The Commissars were about thirty in number and included Shaumian, former head of the 
Government, Korganov, Fioletov, Petrov, and other prominent Bolsheviks. General Malleson told 
the Askhabad representative, Dokhov. that in no circumstances should the Commissars be allowed to 
proceed along the railway, and although it was up to the Askhabad Government to decide what to do 
with them, he suggested they might like to hand over the prisoners to be held as hostages for British citi
zens imprisoned by the Soviet Government. Malleson then telegraphed his representative in Askhabad, 
Captain Teague-Jones to find out the present position. He found that the Askhabad Committee were 
in an extreme state of nerves, and had in fact decided to shoot the prisoners. Teague-Jones immedia 
ately notified Malleson, who was horrified, whereupon each of the Askhabad Committee tended to blame 
one another. It transpired that the Commisars (then 26 in number) had been told they were to be taken 
by rail to Askhabad, but about 200 Km. east of Krasnovodsk on the early morning of 20th September, 
the train was stopped and they were taken a short distance into the desert where they were summarily shot. 
Every effort was made by the Askhabad Government to keep the matter secret, and it was some time 
before rumours reached the public. Resulting from a newspaper article which appeared later in Baku, 
the British were accused by the Russian Government of the responsibility for the shootings, and state
ments contained in the newspaper article cited as 'evidence.' As stamp collectors are aware, a series 
of stamos was issued on 1st December. 1933 to commemorate the fifteenth anniversary of the shooting 
of the Twenty-Six Commissars. 

From this time on relations between the Askhabad Government and the Malleson Mission tended 
to deteriorate. It was, however, decided to continue giving the Transcaspians military support, it being 
suggested that with some reinforcement from Meshed and Krasnovodsk, it would be possible to drive 
the Bolsheviks back beyond Merv, even to Chardzhui. provided that any attack could be made before 
the Tashkent Government had obtained help from Russia. These suggestions were accepted and cul
minated in the Battle of Dushak on 12th October, 1918 when companies of the l/4th Hampshire Regi
ment, 28th Indian Cavalry, and 19th Punjabis combined with Trancaspian and Turkmen infantry. Due 
to the lack of discipline of these local troops no decisive battle ensued, but as the Bolshevik position at 
Dushak had become untenable, they withdrew to Tedzhen, and to Merv on 23rd October. A few days 
later, thinking that a patrol was the forerunner of another attack, they fled from Merv towards Chard
zhui. The Transcaspian force advanced to Merv and preparations were made to follow up the Bolshev
iks. 
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Brigadier Ellis tells us that instructions were received by General Malleson from India at this point, 
forbidding British troops to advance beyond Merv. In actual fact the defeat of the Bolsheviks at Dushak 
was much more severe than was estimated at the time. They fled towards Chardzhui, and if only their 
retreat had been followed up there seems little doubt that both town and bridge would have been cap
tured with far reaching effects on the success of the campaign. For sometime the situation remained 
fairly static, with the Transcaspians firmly entrenched at Annenkovo. Some White Russian cavalry 
belonging to General Bicherakov's force were brought over from Baku, as well as some members of Gen. 
Thomson's force (Royal Warwickshire Regiment). At the same time internal political difficulties had 
arisen at Askhabad, the Committee of Government resigning on 1st January, 1919, ultimately saddling 
the British with the responsibility of law and order creating the unfortunate impression that the new 
Transcaspian Government was little more than the puppet of the British Command. General Malleson 
received the news that his Command would henceforth be transferred to that of the British War Office 
and he would be responsible to General Sir George Milne, at Constantinople, as were the British forces 
in Transcaucasia. 

On 16th January, 1919, the Bolsheviks attacked at Annenkovo, but thanks to the 19th Punjabis, 
were forced into a full scale retreat after achieving a small advance, and again could have been driven 
back to Chardzhui had the British been able to have assisted. By this time the British-Indian force was 
mainly at Bairam-Ali, 20 miles east of Merv, and the front line at Annenkovo, some 50 miles N.E. of 
the latter place. The force consisted of one company of the I /4th Hampshires, 90 strong, three squad
rons of the 28th Cavalry, three companies of 19th Punjabis, and one battery of the 44th Royal Field Artill
ery, whilst at Askhabad were one squadron of the 28th Cavalry, and two companies of the Royal War
wicks. The total strength of the force was therefore well under 1,000 men. 

During the winter stalemate, various schemes were put forward to strengthen the Transcaspian 
force, including co-operation with the Emir of Bukhara. Later in January General Milne himself, 
accompanied by members of his staff arrived in Askhabad, and it seems that as a result of his visit, it was 
decided to withdraw all British and Indian troops from Transcaspia, and it was arranged that this should 
be done by the end of March 1919. Military supplies were left with the Askhabad Government and 
assistance given to any Russians wishing to leave the country, either to the Caucasus, or to Constantin
ople or Egypt. 

· The British force was partly withdrawn early in March, when troops from Denikin's Army began 
to arrive at the front, and all were evacuated by 1st April, 1919. Some of the Indian troops withdrew 
through Persia, but most of the British troops were withdrawn via Krasnovodsk, where a British 
naval base was to · remain for some months. 

As was to be expected, the Transcaspians were later overwhelmed by the Red Army, as reinforce
ments from Russia came on the scene. Merv was occupied by the Bolsheviks in May 1919, and Ask
habad was evacuated on 15th July, 1919. Krasnovodsk was finally occupied by the Bolsheviks at the 
beginning of 1920, and thus the chapter of history relating to the Transcaspian Government came to an 
end. 

British and Indian troops taking part in the Transcaspian operations between August 1918 and 
April 1919 were: (Aug. 1918 to Nov. 1918)-28th Indian Cavalry, 2 squadrons, and 19th Punjabi Infan
try, 2 companies; (Nov. 1918 to April 1919) as before but with three squadrons and three companies res
pectively, I/4th Hampshire Regt., one company, Royal Warwickshire Regt., two companies, 44th Battery 
Royal Field Artillery, and there were also British and Indian details from East Persian Cordon. and 
'Dunsterforce' (about 50 Officers and other ranks). The total British strength at the time of e·vacuation 
was 950 officers and men. 

The writer has been in touch with Brigadier C. H. Ellis, whose book has been of such value in com
piling these notes, and regrettably neither he nor two other ex-members of 'Malmiss· can shed any light 
on postal arrangements used by the Force. It has been reported that Indian F.P.O. No. 409 dealt with 
mail sent by the British and Indian Forces in Transcaspia. and the writer has seen this number allocated 
to Krasnovodsk. Major Adrian Hopkins, in his fine collection of Field Post Office material has a cover 
bearing this marking dated 18 March 1919, and in the February 1966 Auction Sale of Robson Lowe Ltd., 
at Bournemouth, a similar cover was offered for sale. Addressed to Bombay, India, it bore a strike of 
F.P.O. No. 409 dated 10 Jui. 19. Two Bombay backstamps were dated 7.8.19. Assuming No. 409 
was used in Transcaspia, these items are the sole recorded F.P.O. covers from this area. It is hoped that 
some reader may be able to report some other correspondence he has been fortunate enough to see or 
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acquire, so that the postal history of this almost forgotten little force can be fully recorded with other 
British Missions to Russia of the same period. 

The question remains as to what stamps were used in Transcaspia between 14.7.18 and 
the beginning of 1920 when Krasnovodsk was re-occupied by the Red Army. lt is the writer's guess 
that ordinary Arms type stamps were used, and to support this a 50k. perforated stamp is illustrated in 
the centre pages used at Askhabad on 4 Mar. 1919. During a recent visit to Chesterfield, Mr. C. C. 
Handford showed the writer six Arms type stamps (a 25k. perf., 50k. perf., 1 R. perf., 3.S0R. imper f. 
5R. imperf., and lOR. perf.) handstamped "G. M." (in Russian characters) in black, and cancelled 
KRASNOVODSK "g"' 6.6.19. He has been kind enough to loan us them for illustration, and they are 
shown in the centre pages. Mr. Handford tells us that the person from whom he obtained them states 
they o,iginally franked a money transfer card, and were issued by the Askhabad Government and used 
in the area for a year. They were primarily intended for fiscal purposes, but when the Red Army cap
tured Askhabad and Krasnovodsk they found the stock and used them for postal purposes only. Mr. 
H. F. Blease (Trowbridge) has two similar stamps (lR. perf. and lOR. perf.) in his collection, which are 
cancelled by exactly the same postmark with the same date. He understands that Arms type stamps 
were similarly overprinted at Fort Aleksandrov, Trans-caspia, although the letters "G. M." were smaller. 
Unfortunately Mr. Blease has no copies of these we can illustrate. 

It would be most interesting to learn more about these elusive stamps, and readers possessing 
similar items, or having fresh information are invited to contact the Editor. 

MONEY TRANSFER CARDS AND OTHER COVERS FROM TURKESTAN 
1919-1921 
E. G. Peel 

We recently had the pleasure of seeing a number of superb items from Turkestan of the period 
1919-1921 in the collection of Mr. E. G. Peel, and felt that they should be written up at length, and illus
trated. in this special ··Turkestan"' number of the Journal. Material from Turkestan of this period is 
of considerable scarcity, and we had not before seen such a remarkable collection. We hope readers 
likewise will find pleasure from our illustrations, even if they cannot themselves see the items at first hand, 
and our thanks go to Eric Peel for so kindly loaning these items for photography. 

(I) The first item, illustrated in the centre pag,!s, is a Postcard sent to a local address in Tashkent. 
It is franked by two Control stamps IOR. and 25R. which are cancelled TASHKENT "f" 27.5.19, and 
the card is sent to an addressee in the town, advising him of a meeting at 8 p.m. on 29th May 1919, con
cerning the formation of a Public Library by the District Committee of the Soviet. It will be recollected 
that the Turkestan Soviet Republic had recently been formed, and had been in conflict with the White 
government set up at Askhabad (for historical background see the article on the Malleson Mission pub
lished on another page). Mr. Peel tells us that the rate of postage was 35k. and that the Control stamps 
were used at ·l per cent of face value. Judging from the abbreviated inscription at the bottom right the 
post card was part of a special printing for the Turkestan Post and Telegraph Dept. 

(2) Mr. Peel's next item is a Money Transfer Order for 1959 Roubles sent from Merke, Syr Daria 
to Pishpek, Syr Daria. The card is franked by a strip of three and a single 10k. Savings Bank stamps 
(watermark vertical) which are cancelled MERKE SYR.DAR. a 7.6.20. On the reverse is an arrival 
cancellation of PISHPEK a 10.6.20, and the front of the order bears a rubber stamp 
OPLACHEN ("Paid"). Mr. Peel informs us that the rate was 40R., each 10k. stamp being used as IOR. 
value. lt will be noted from the appropriate illustration that the Money Order also has the imprint of 
the Turkestan P.T. Dept. A splendid item from an obscure part of Turkestan. 

(3) The second Money Transfer Order in this series is sent from Novaya Bukhara to Kerki. It 
is franked by a pair of 5k. Savings Bank Stamps, cancelled NOVA YA BUKHARA a 24.8.20, with an 
arrival postmark on the reverse of KERK! BUKHAR. VLAD. b 31.8.20. Since the transferee was 
untraced, the order was sent back from Kerki (postmark on the front of the order 5.1.21 'a') to Novaya 
Bukhara (postmark in blue on reverse 14.1.21 'a") and presumably the money amounting to 400R. was 
never paid out. We are informed that the postal rate evidenced by the stamps was lOR., each 5k. stamp 
being valued at SR. 
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(4) Mr. Peel's third M.T.O. is sent from Chardzhui, Bukhara, to Verkhneuralsk for the sum of 
1000 Roubles. The order bears a 15k. (perf.) Arms type stamp, and a 5k. Savings Bank issue, cancelled 
CHARDZHUI BUKHAR. VLAD. "v" 4.9.20, with arrival postmarks VERKHNEURALSK "g" 
21.9.20 and 23.9.20. The card is stamped OPLACHEV ("paid"). The two stamps, face value 20k. 
were revalued in roubles. 

(5) The next M.T.O. was sent from Novaya Bukhara to Skvira, Kiev to forward a sum of 10,000 
Roubles. The card is franked by a pair of lOOR. Control stamps, which in this case are used at face value, 
and they are cancelled NOVA Y A-BUKHARA "a" 4.8.20. Arrival at SKVIRA "v" 29.8.20 which 
shows that postal communications at this time were really very good. The card was evidently unpaid 
and returned from SKVIRA "b" 7.9.20 to NOVA YA-BUKHARA "a" 18.11.20, where it was receipted 
on 26.11.20, and stamped "PAID" on the face. 

(6) This 1921 M.T.O. was sent from Chardzhui (Bukhara Territory) to Tashkent, covering 25,000 
Roubles, and bears two single lOOR. Control stamps, which are used at the rate of 250R. each. The 
stamps are cancelled CHARDZHUI BUKHAR. VLAD. "v" 22.9.21, on the reverse of the order being 
an arrival postmark of TASHKENT "l" 25.9.21. An unusual marking on the reverse, which we do 
not show in the relevant illustration is the impression, in violet, of an old rubber landstamp, amazingly 
enough bearing the Imperial Arms, reading CHARDZHUI P.T.K. POSTAL TRANSFERS. It will 

· be noted that the registration label has had "Turkest" deleted, and "Samarkand" substituted. The 
order is cancelled by a large boxed "OPLACHEN" ("Paid"). 

(7) The last Money Transfer Order of this fine series was sent from Kokand to Samarkand in 
1921. The card is franked by eight copies (including a block of four) of 50k. Control stamps, which Mr. 
Peel tells us were ·re-valued at 250R. each. The stamps are cancelled KO KAND "i" 14.11.21, and there 
is an arrival postmark of SAMARKAND dated 22.11.21 on the reverse. Two attempts were made at 
Samarkand to trace the transferee (the card is stamped "VTORICHNO"' twice) after which it was sent 
back (10.12.21) arriving back at KOKAND on 19.12.21, where it was paid out on 29.12.21, and receipted 
by the sender, The card was finally stamped "OPLACHEN" in black, on the face to confirm that it 
was paid. 

We are also obliged to Mr. Peel for the loan of a number of the Turkestan bogus stamps, some of 
them cancelled by a faked postmark of KHOTAN 12.3(?) 20. We have always been in doubt as to the 
origins of this "issue" which appears to total 20 stamps, surcharged with ornamental new figures of value. 
Some of the stamps, but not all (due to space considerations) are illustrated in the centre pages. Each 
of the 10 values (l0k., 25k., 35k., 50k., 70k., lR., 2R., 3R., 5R., and IOR.) is surcharged on both lk. 
and 2k. Arms type stamps (imperf.) thus making the 20 different stamps of the issue. 

ZEMSTVOS OF THE POST-ABDICATION YEARS 

Fred W. Speers 
When, late in the night of 15th March, 1917, Tsar Nicholas II signed his document of abdication 

he joined 173 million countrymen in facing a period of uncertainty and perplexity. Events of the follow
ing day reflected that uncertainty when Grancf Duke Michael, in whose favour Nicholas abdicated, him
self abdicated pending his possible election b)(. a constituent assembly. That election, as history has 
revealed, never came about. 

Uncertainty permeated from highest to lowest levels of Russian officialdom. Affected like every
body else by the world-shaking events were zemstvo council representatives in various communities 
charged with providing postal service supplementing the · Imperial Post. And uncertainties were 
heightened by the multi-faceted civil war into which the country was thrown. 

Referring to that era in a note to this writer, Alexander Kerensky commented, "In the heat of 
the civil war many cities and oblasts used to issue stamps at their own responsibility." It is with these 
issues (exclusive of those in the Maritime provinces) that this article is concerned. 

For source material this writer has relied largely on the two monumental works of Carl Schmidt 
in the zemstvo field-"Sammlung Russischer Landschtsmarken Im Reichpostmuseum" (Berlin, 1934) 
and his more detailed "Die Postwettzeichen der Russischen Landschaftsaemter," published at Char
lottenburg. (For convenience in this article references to these sources will be cited by Schmidt (l) and 
and Schmidt (II), respectively). 
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Some of the confusion and uncertainty of 1917 appears to have lodged in Herr Schmidt's own 
works in which he touches on zemstvos issued that year and in the following three years. For instance, 
Schmidt ([) almost as an afterthought allocates a page to zemstvo stamps issued daring the 1918-20 period 
in four cities whose zemstvo councils were under Soviet control. Yet in the main portion of the same 
volume Schmidt details the four values issued in the Amur district in 1919 while neglecting them in the 
appendix. Schmidt (II) omits completely reference to the Amur stamps but expands in more detail 
his descriptions of stamps of the four cities referred to in (I). They are Byelozersk, Luga, Perm and 
Cherdyn. The first two are indentified as being in Leningrad oblast and the others in Ural oblast (form
erly Perm). 

Putting together information gleaned from the Schmidt volumes and other sources the following 
city-by-city summary results on stamps issued in 1917 and later: 

Byelozersk. It was in 1914 (Chuchin says 1915) that this city, in the then Novgorod government, 
issued its last zemstvo under the Imperial government. It was a stamp with a "JO Kop." surcharge on 
the 3 kopeck red on yellow paper stamp of 1910. 

Schmidt (I) notes categorically Byelozersk's first (and presumably only) stamp issued under Soviet 
domination appeared in 1919, but Schmidt (II) casts doubt on the date by adding a question mark after 
the year. The stamp which is of l rouble value is typeset and printed in black with grey green fancy back
ground pattern on white paper. It measures 18.75 x 30.75mm. It was printed in sheets of 4 by 2. 

Bugulma. Schmidt (I) describes a "1917 (?)'" emission with a surcharged "JO" in black on the 
3 kopeck black and green stamp of 1914. Schmidt (II) fails to mention it and so, too, does Chuchin. 

Buzuluk. Both Schmidt (I) and (II) describe two stamps issued at end of 1917. Both were over
printed on the same 3 kopecks sepia brown issue of 1915. One was handstamped in dark violet with 
a "6"' and the other similarly with a "JO" apparently because of a postal rate hitch. Schmidt (II) adds 
the further information of having latter in used condition with round cancellation bearing date 
3 January, 1918. 

Cherdyn. Another example of confusion surrounding post-abdication zemstvos is presented 
by the last two stamps this city issued. Schmidt (I) and (II) both describe issuance of a small type set 
20 kopeck value in greenish blue ink. Schmidt (I) assigns it to the year 1918, but in (II) the year is stated 
as "19? ?" Chuchin fails to mention it. 

The second Cherdyn stamp, definitely identified as having appeared under Soviet domination, 
is assigned to year 1918 in appendices of both Schmidt (I) and (II). Like the previous one, it is typeset. 
The value is 10 kopecks with figures of value in each corner of its 20.5 x 27mm. format. Another "10" 
also appears in the centre of the stamp printed in grass green on greyish paper. Illustrations in Schmidt 
(I) and (II) are of the same used specimen bearing a circular cancellation dated 8 November 1918. 

Perhaps the reason Schmidt listed the 10 kopeck stamp in his appendices lies in the fact the phrase 
"Soviet Post" occurs in wording on it while no such phrase occurs on the 20 kopeck value. 

Irbit. This city presents another example of confusion surrounding post-abdication zemstvos. 
While Schmidt fails in (I) to mention any emission later than 1913 he nevertheless comes up with a "1918 
(?) .. issue in addendum to (II). This is described as a black-overprinted "15" on Irbit's 2 kopeck red 
brown stamp of 1913. No other information is given. As might be expected, Chuchin makes no refer
ence to a surcharged stamp such as this although he asserts the basic 2 kopeck red brown stamp appeared 
in 1914 rather than in 1913. 

Kamyshlov. Curiously, Chuchin and Schmidt agree on 1917 as the year of issuance of Kamy
shlov·s last zemstvo although Schmidt narrows the time to October of that year, seven months after the 
abdication. Kamyshlov's final zemstvo is unique in another respect: only its colours distinguish it from 
preceding printings apparently from the same plates. The 1917 emission was lithographed in black, 
light rose and grey green as compared to the 1916 issue in black, light carmine red and blue. In his adden
dum to (II), Schmidt notes the 1917 issue includes the variety with an "e" instead of a "B" as eighth letter 
in the Russian word for Kamyshlov. The same error occurs in earlier printings. 

Kotelnich. This city provides interesting examples of late zemstvos about which it is regrettable more 
is not known. Taking them up chronologically: 

1916-1918, as given in Schmidt (I), 2 kopeck light brown value of 1915 was handstamped in violet 
with a "5" described as 6mm. high. In (II), Schmidt cites a cancellation date of 8 September 1918 on 
this 1916 issue. This writer's collection shows a surcharge 6.5mm. high. In 1918, stamps of the same 
1915 issue were handstamped again in violet with a "5." This time the "5" was 9mm. high. Although 
Chuchin commented earlier no cancelled copies of these two issues were known, Schmidt (II) cites the 
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one already mentioned and for the 1918 issue a circular cancellation bearing the date of 19 February 1919. 
Chuchin had termed them provisional and wrote they were issued in 1916. 

Referring to the 1918 issue, Schmidt (II) notes existence of copies with "20" handwritten over them 
and interprets this to refer to the year 1920. 

In "1920 (?)," Kotelnich is credited also with a double, side by side, stamp believed to have been 
issued under Soviet domination as a tax stamp for sanitation and health funds. The left half, bearing 
the value "50k" in its centre, is in red while the right half with crossed hammer and sickle is in blue. 

Krasnoufimsk. Induced possibly by postwar inflationary conditions, Krasnoufimsk, like many 
other communities, found it necessary in months following the abdication to issue a higher valued stamp. 
Schmidt (I) and (II) give date as 1919 (?). Krasnoufimsk did it by overprinting a "20," 5mm. high, on 
left overs from the 50,000 copies of its 2 kopeck light carmine rose value. That stamp, a locally printed 
version of its St. Petersburg Ardatov type "key plate" stamp issued in 1901, originally had been issued 
10 September, 1913. 

Lebedin. Lebedin, with seven post-abdication stamps attributed to it, stands as the most pro
lific community in this field. True, all were basically of the same design, but different-coloured papers 
and surcharges of a new value increased the total. Briefly, they are: 

1918 (?)-date of issuance so designated by Schmidt in both (I) and (II). Typeset, measuring 
27.5 x 18mm., and consisting of a border of star-like printers' signs (12 across and 8 vertically) with three 
words ("Leh. Zemck. Noyta.) just below upper border and figure of value (3, 5, 10, 15 or 20) immedi
ately below middle word. This left space for possible inclusion of a control number although no such 
example is illustrated by Schmidt. The stamps were perforated 11 ½ and were printed in black in sheets 
of 2 by 4. Papers on which different values were printed were: 

3k., light grey; 5k., darkish yellow; lOk., leather coloured; 15k., orange red; 20k., light rose. 
In both (I) and (II) Schmidt pinpoints a second printing of the 10 kopeck value again on leather

coloured paper but this time of lighter shade. In (II) he notes existence of two blocks of four with oval 
cancellations giving date of 18 May, 1918. 

The final Lebedin issue consisted of stamps of 3 kopeck value on light grey paper surcharged in 
black with a "10" on the 3 figure value. 

Luga. Luga, whose last zemstvos in the Imperial era are believed to have been privately printed 
in St. Petersburg in 1900, issued in 1919 a series of six specially designed stamps each bearing inscript
ions identifying them as Soviet emissions. In (IJ, Schmidt illustrates only two but in (ll) all six are repro
duced. 

In values, colours and designs they are: 
5k., dark blue, with large figure "5" in centre. Letters standing for initials of Russian Socialist 

Federated Soviet Republic appear in ribbon across top of design. (These initials appear in some form 
on all stamps of this series). 

!Ok., red brown, with large five-pointed star resting above figure of value at bottom of design. Con
centric circles inside star surround the five initial letters. 

50k., light brown, with hammer and sickle above figure of value at bottom of design. Initials 
in ribbon across top. · 

I ruble, brown, with figure of value near top just below ribbon bearing word for ruble. Initials 
at bottom. 

3 ruble, green, with hand holding hammer upright in centre of design. Initials in ribbon across 
top and figure of value in lower part of design. 

5 ruble, dark green, with initials in shield-shaped panel near top of design and figure of value in 
bottom portion. 

Perm. Perm, which issued its last zemstvo under the Tsar in November, 1914, produced largest 
(29.5 x 44mm.) of post-abdication zemstvos. Schmidt in both (I) and (II) gives date as "192 ?"" In view 
of consolidation of power by Soviet authorities in post civil war period it is unlikely this date could be 
later than 1922. 

The stamp, which bears the value of 15 kopecks, is printed in red, almost vermilion, colour on 
white paper with yellowish gum on back. Its design, with figures of value in each corner, shows an anvil 
behind a rake, hammer and sickle. An inscription at bottom indicates it was issued under authority 
of the Perm local council of Soviet deputies. A curious feature is that its 12 by 11 ½ perforations are 
rimmed by red lines. 

Two types are described and illustrated in Schmidt (II). Type I has one heavy line parallel with 
the u!)per edgl! of the face of the anvil. In Type II there are two such lines. 
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Shadrb1sk. The October, 1917, (date assigned by Schmidt) issue of Shadrinsk poses a problem. 
The stamp (I kopeck value, yellow) is similar in design to that of the eight that preceded it during 1909-14. 
They are all of the Bakhmut design of St. Petersburg "key plate" issues. All preceding eight, however, 
were of either 3 or 6 kopecks in value and, except for the 3 kopeck value issued in 1910, were different in 
colour. 

However, the nine stamps fall into two groups distinguished by existence or lack, as case might 
be, of a double frame line. Those double frame lines are found around the 1917 1 kopeck and four other 
issues of earlier years, including 6 kopeck dark blue value of 1914. Except for obvious differences in 
lettering of values (and value figures themselves) no other differences are discernible. All are of same 
quality of execution encountered in "key plate" stamps printed at Government Printing Office in St. 
Petersburg. All were perforated 13! and were printed in sheets of 5 by 5. 

It can be speculated the order for the I kopeck yellow was placed early in the year in contemplat
ion of possible reduction in rates (although this would have been contrary to the inflationary trend). 
Another possibility is that zemstvo officials of Shadrinsk were able to arrange during the summer with 
officials at the Printing Office for the I kopeck stamps to be printed from plates prepared earlier or even 
for this issue. Because of vast distance (about 1,100 miles) separating Shadrinsk from St. Petersburg 
the first mentioned theory seems most tenable in view of widespread disorders of that year. 

Inclusion of Shadrinsk in compilation of post-abdication zemstvos is. in this writer's opinion, on 
shaky grounds. 

Smienogorsk. The almost legendary stamp . issued by this community located in extreme south 
central part of Tomsk government east of Urals deserves adequate comment. This writer believes the 
comment of C. C. Handford in his masterful article on zemstvos in B.J .R.P. No. 24 of September, 1958, 
should be quoted. His comment was : 

"An issue from this town (Smienogorsk), supposed to have been in use from 1917-1920, is listed 
by Chuchin as belonging perhaps to the Kerensky or Kolchak period. Whatever the truth of these con
jectures, the Zemstvo system did not exist in Russian Asia prior to the Revolution and therefore these 
stamps of Smienogorsk cannot be classed with the true Zemstvo issues in the normal sense. Although 
a thorough search has been made over a number of years, only one unused specimen has been secured, 
and no used copy has been seen by me." 

That was published in 1958, eight years ago. This writer is inclined to agree with Mr. Hand
ford's writings for which he has the greatest respect. However, he and I must face these facts: 

I. Here is the statement of Chuchin who attributed issuance of Smienogorsk stamp to the period 
of 1917-20 : 

.. Stamps of Smjeinogorsk (sic) have been found only in 1914 sent by the Ruloz (formerly Smjeino
gorski) District Executive ; the period, during which these stamps were in use, remains unknown; neither 
do we know why the stamps bear the inscription 'zemsky stamp· ... . in spite of there being no zemstvos 
in Siberia before the Revolution. It is possible that these stamps were issued by Zemstvo in the period 
of the Provisionary Government of Kolchak's period:· · 

2. Both Schmidt (I) and (II) affirm existence of two printings of this rather large (31 x 45mm.) 
stamp perforated 11 ½. Both date it as 1918-19. The stamp itself is typeset with figure of the value-
35 kopecks-in each corner and again near bottom below three Russian words for "zemstvo postage 
stamp" arranged in circular pattern in centre. Printings were both in black and in horizontal strips of 
four but on different papers. First appearance was on thick light grey paper and, second, on thinner, 
smoother greenish grey paper. Four types occurred in each printing. They are: 

Type I. "Z" in word "ZEMSTVO" whose letters are arranged in half circle, is an "8." 
Type 2. In same word there is unusually wide space between fifth and sixth ("K' ' and "A") letters. 
Type 3. Like Type I except letters are placed more closely together. 
Type 4. '"K'" and "A" in same word are close together. 
In first printing, Schmidt (I) and (ll) both note, there were two kinds of strips of four. The first 

was comprised of Types I plus 2 plus 1 plus 2 and the second was made up of Types 3 plus 
4 plus 3 plus 4. 

There also were two kinds of strips in the second emission with the curious fact that the last two 
stamps in each were inverted, producing a tete-beche pair in middle of each strip. (Chuchin makes note 
of these). Sequence of types in first of these strips is given by Schmidt as l plus 2 , plus 2 
plus l, and, for the second, 3 plus 4 plus 2 plus 1. 

Schmidt (II), in notes concerning these stamps, definitely identifies them as having been issued 
under the Kerensky government, and also mentions finding of some 300 remainders possibly in 1925. 
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Solikamsk. Both Schmidt (I) and (II) mention issuance in 1917 of a 15 kopeck typeset stamp. 
Schmidt (II), which goes into greater detail concerning it, puts a question mark after 1917. Illustrations 
in both of Schmidt's works are of the same used specimen showing a portion of a circular cancellation 
at top. 

Although Schmidt does not give dimensions of the stamp in the illustration in (II) it measures 
17.75 x 24mm. Curiously, although the stamp is described as having 11½ perforation, the illustration 
is of an imperforate specimen. It is described as being printed in black on rough grey-blue granite paper. 
Design consists of border of wide asterisks, six across and eight vertically, with four lines of type above 
a triple-lined dash above the value of 15k. Because of length of the word Solikamsk in Russian it is 
hyphenated with its last four letters forming second line. The third and fourth lines are words for zem
stvo post. 

Ust-Sysolsk. Here again Schmidt in (I) flatly gives 1917 as date of issuance for two possible post
abdication zemstvos and then in (II) adds question mark after year. The two stamps in question are 
surcharged by handstamping in violet new higher values. The figures are 7mm. high. 

Surcharges of "5" and "10" respectively were placed on 1915 issues of 2 kopeck blue green and 
5 kopeck carmine rose stamps. Both, perforated 13¼, were of Ardatov "key plate" variety typographed 
in St. Petersburg although surcharges most likely were applied in Ust-Sysolsk. 

Zolotonosha. Schmidt (I) and (II) assign (without question mark) 1918 as year of issuance of 
Zolotonosha's two post-abdication zemstvos. The first was issued to meet requirements for a 6 kopeck 
value following a boost in postage rate from 3 kopecks. During 1902-16, Zolotonosha had issued 
456,250 stamps in 13 printings of Ardatov type "key plate" ones prepared at St. Petersburg. The high 
total figure of printing orders gives indication of reliance this city in Poltava government had on its zem
stvo postal system. 

These stamps, printed in sheets of 5 by 5 and perforated 13¼, appeared in two values-the 10 kop
eck carmine rose of August, 1902, and the 3 kopeck which appeared in different printings in various shades 
of green, such as grey green, yellow green and a vivid green. 

It was the 16-year-old remainders of the 10 kopeck stamp which were surcharged with the new 
value-6 kopecks-in 1918. The figure apparently was handstruck in black four times on each stamp 
with each strike aimed at each of four circles in the stamp's corners bearing the figure "10." Each figure 
"6" is 2mm. wide and 4mm. high. Cancellations of 13 August and 14 October, 1918, are reported in 
Schmidt (II). The specimen in this writer's collection bears a blurred circular cancellation with what 
appears as the date of 28 September, 191? . 

Toward the end of 1918, Schmidt notes, Zolotonosha issued a locally printed stamp similar to its 
"key plate" issues but with coarse execution. The stamp, 6 kopecks value, w~s in dull green on grey 
white paper and was imperforate. It was the same size-20 x 26.75mm.-as those printed in St. Peters
burg. 

Summing Up. On information available it appears there were at least 15 cities which are candi
dates for the distinction of having issued zemstvos after abdication of Tsar Nicholas II. Of these it seems 
reasonably certain seven did so. They are: Cherdyn, Krasnoufimsk, Luga, Perm, Smienogorsk, Ust
Sysolsk and Zolotonosha. It appears four others probably did so or at least, evidenced by cancellation 
dates, maintained semblance of zemstvo postal service during those chaotic post-war years. They are 
Byelozersk, Buzuluk, Kotelnich and Solikamsk. 

The evidence and information on the other four cities is such as to raise grave doubts as to their 
qualification for the distinction. These are: Bugulma, Irbit, Kamyshlov and Shadrinsk. 

DOTS CANCELLATIONS: NEW INFORMATION 
Dr. A. H. Wortman 
Type I. CONCENTRIC CIRCLES FOR GUBERNIYA TOWNS 

Mr. Bojanowicz has drawn my attention to No. 34 in this type. It is given as PODOLSK in the 
list and thus takes its place among the towns with initial letter "P," but it really represents KAMIENETS 
PODOLSK. The town of PODOLSK appears in Type II, the Rectangular Type for District Towns, 
as No. 22. 

KAMIENETS PODOLSK was so named to distinguish it from KAMIENETS LITOVSK, which 
must have been allotted a number in the truncated triangular type but we have not yet discovered it. There 
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is no doubt that No. 34 represents KAM[ENETS PODOLSK as I have a letter which confirms it addressed 
to the Polish Bank in Warsaw. Strangely enough, although the lOk. perf. 12½ stamp is cancelled with 
a clear 34 dots, there is no accompanying town date stamp, but a printed heading inside in Polish reads 
"Deputat Ziemstva ................ w Kamiencu Podolskim.'' 

Type V. THE HEXAGONAL TYPE FOR RAILWAY P.O's. 
When I wrote the article in the Anniversary Number of the B.J.R.P. in 1961 I had not seen a No. 7 

or 9 in this type and no-one has reported an example of either of them, but I now have a very clear 9 
struck centrally on a 20k. perf. 12½. As usual it has a ball at the end of the tail to distinguish it from the 
6 which has a straight top. 

Mr. Bojanowicz is doing some research on the St. Petersburg-Warsaw Railway T.P.O.'s and he 
tells me that no-one has a No. 13 in this type, and that although as I said, Nos. 11 and 15 are usually 
found on Russian stamps and on covers travelling to Warsaw, and Nos. 12, 14 and 16 on Polish stamps 
and travelling to St. Petersburg, there are exceptions. Further information is awaited. 

Type VI. THE TRUNCATED TRIANGULAR TYPE 
Further indentifications of numbers in this type have been made from covers newly acquired by 

Mr. Kurt Adler and others, and Kurt suggested that I should make a further attempt to find some correl
ation between the Polish rings numerals and those of the Russian dots. As is well known to readers, 
sometime after the Polish Rising of 1863 Poland's lOk. stamp and the rings numeral cancellations were 
suppressed. New numbers were given to Polish towns in the truncated triangular type and it occurred 
to me that the Russians might re-arrange the lists of Polish Towns in each Guberniya in alphabetical 
order according to their names in Russian when allotting the new numbers. This seems to be what was 
done, but here and there one or more towns of a different Gubemiya were inserted, or towns were left 
out, thus making it difficult to do more than put in a name here and there. 

Kalisz proved to be the most fruitful Guberniya. The Polish rings and numerals are given below 
in the table on one side and the Russian names and numerals on the other. It is now obvious why it is 
that although 225 Uniejow precedes 226 Sompolno in the Polish list the order is reversed in the Russian 
list with another town between. Most readers will be familiar with the way in which Polish names are 
altered when Russianised in the Cyrillic alphabet, thus Cekow becomes Tsekov and it seems reasonably 
certain that its Russian numeral is 1044, Shadek follows with 1045 and we know from a cover that Alek
sandrov, Petrok. G. is 1046, thus beginning a new list for that Guberniya. We might have been able to 
fill in more numbers, but as will be seen below, there are only three names for the four numbers 1022-
1025 so it looks as though there is an intruder here. Likewise there are only five names for the six num
bers 1035 to 1040, while there are eight candidates for numbers 1028-1033, six numbers. Did they leave 
out two towns because they were perhaps not important or did they slip up a little in the alphabetical 
order, which does not seem likely? Further identifications from covers will now be more than ever 
helpful. 

Kalisz Gub. 
Polish Rings Nos. Russian 
191 Kalisz Baldrikhov 
192 Cekow Blashki 
193 Blaszki Varta 
194 Sieradz Veliun 
195 Warta Verushov 
196 Dobra Dobra 
197 Zdunska Wola Dombie 
198 Szadek Zdunska Volya 

Zlochev 
204 Zloczew Kalisz 
205 Wielun Klechevo 
206 Praszka Klodava 
207 Naramnice Kolo 
208 Wieruszow Konin 

Lenchitsa 
219 Slupce Naramnitse 
220 Pyzdry Ozorkow 
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221 Konin 
222 Kleczewo 
223 Kolo 
224 Turek 
225 Uniejow 
226 Sompolno 
227 Klodawa 
228 Przedecz 
229 Dabie 
235 Leczyca 
236 Ozorkow 

Pizdri 
Prashka 
Przhedech 
Sieradz 
Sluptsa 
Sompolno 
Turek 
Uneiev 
Tsekov 
Shadek 

1041 
? 1042 

1043 
? 1044 
? 1045 

237 Baldrychow (Aleksandrov, Petrok. G.) 1046 
It now seems that 1204 in the previous list was named wrongly and should be SUVALKI, we have 

in addition 1202 SEREYE (from Kurt Adler) and it may be that 1201 is SEIN! and 1203 SOPOTSKIN. 
There are unfortunately too many candidates for 1090 and 1092 to 1096, so it is better not to guess these. 
The higher numbers are not Polish so we have no guide to them. They may have been allotted more 
haphazardly since we have 1255 GORODSK Minsk. and 1256 DUNAEVTSI Podol. I have not been 
able to find MAIGUSHEV anywhere and the Guberniya was not visible on the cover. 

The following is the up-to-date list with a ? to denote those allotted tentatively. It must be remem-
bered that they are only inspired guesses and some of them may turn out to be wrong. 

900 NOVOSELITSI Bessar. 1089 KLIMONTOV Radom. 
993 BREST KUIAVSKI Varsh. 1091 PRZHISUKHA 
1004 OSIENTSINI Varsh. 1097 SHIDLOVETS ,, 
1016 SIEKHOTSINEK Varsh. 1103 DZIALOSHITSEVO Lodz. 
1019 BALDRIKHOV Kalish. ? 1115 KHMIELNIK Kielts. 
1020 BLASHKI ,, ? 1142 FRAMPOL Liubl. 
1021 VARTA 1180 MALKIN Varsh. 
1026 DOMBIE ,, 1201 SEIN! Suvalk. •) 

1027 ZDUNSKA VOLYA ,, 1202 SEREYE ,, 
1034 OZORKOV 1203 SOPOTSKIN ,, ., 
1041 SOMPOLNO ,, 1204 SUVALKI ,, 
1042 TUREK ,, ? 1234 PALEKH Vladim. 
1043 UNEIEV ,, 1255 GORODSK Minsk. 
1044 TSEKOV ,, ? 1256 DUNAEVTSI Podol. 

· 1045 SHADEK ,, ? 1288 MAIGUSHEV 
1046 ALEKSANDROV Petrok. 1290 GONCHISHYE Siedl. 
1051 ZAVIERTSI ,, 1329 EDINTSI Bessar. 
1052 ZGIERZH ? 1351 GLOVNOVSKAYA 
1053 ZHARKI 1363 FALESHTI Bessar. 
1067 ROKITSINI 1444 GLUBOKOE Vilna. 
1071 TOMASHOV ,, 

Additions included in the above list are from the collections-of Kurt Adler, Alex Droar, Eric Peel, 
Michel Liphschutz and Prof. Winterstein. 

"USED ABROAD" CHRONICLE-XI 
S. D. Tchilinghirian 

This 11 th instalment will cover some of the important fresh finds notified up to the end of 1965. 
Before dealing with them, however, this writer feels it desirable to revert to a subject casually mentioned 
in Chronicle X (B.J.R.P. 36), and to acquaint members with some fresh developments pertaining to it. 
(1) RUSSIAN SHIP MAIL 

Judging from correspondence received, the reaction of readers to the appeal for a gradual cover
age of this fascinating branch is favourable. Editor Ashford writes he would be delighted to publish 
a combined treatise in the pages of the Journal, if sufficient collaborators can be found. Perhaps it is 
too much to expect that enough contributions can be received in the initial stages to allow such a com
bined tre~tise, as available information may still be fragmentary, and some members may feel that the 
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material they own is not comprehensive enough for a full coverage of a given line. So why not begin 
with a regular feature, similar to the "Used Abroad"' one, under the title of"Ship Mail Chronicle," where 
all communications concerning this branch would be assembled, irrespective of length? The subjects 
covered could range from a simple query by a member regarding an unidentified ship cancellation in his 
possession (or a reply to such a query), up to a full coverage of the story of a single ship, or of a line 
of ships (or of the cancellations recorded so far for either). Letters received by this writer allow to give 
hereunder a clear idea of the extreme cases mentioned above, (a) being the history of a single ship, as 
submitted by Dr. Luchnik, and (b) a short reply to a query in B.J.R.P. 36, as solved by Dr. Wortman. 

Naturally, if one of our members would undertake to run this fresh feature, and assemble all the 
forthcoming information (as is being done for the "Used Abroad Chronicle"), progress would be much 
quicker, and the column would acquire from the start a much greater interest. We have many members 
who are fully qualified for this, and it is the fervent hope of this writer that one of them will volunteer to do it. 

The work of such a "column leader" will be made all the easier by the availability of a copy of the 
1917 Edition of the Register of Russian Mercantile Marine, a 298-page volume listing all Russian ships 
engaged at that time on overseas, inland, or even fluvial lines, and classifying them by Companies and 
lines. This work has been offered to Mr. Stephen by Dr. Luchnik, whom it is now necessary to intro
duce to our members. Dr. N. V. Luchnik is one of the keenest of the numerous students of Russian 
Postal History in the U.S.S.R., and, although not a member of the B.S.R.P., he received some numbers 
of our Journal through one of our members. The excellent use to which he put them will be seen here
under, by his masterly treatment of the puzzle of the s/s POCH IN, Apart from offering to supply us with 
the 1917 Register of the Mercantile Marine, he also expresses willingness to correspond (in English) on 
all subjects pertaining to a more complete investigation of the Russian Martime and Fluvial Post. His 
solution of the s/s POCH/N mystery follows: 
(a) STEAMSHIP "POCHIN" 

Readers are referred to B.J.R.P. 35, page 5, where the marking used by this ship-as notified by 
Messrs. Kohane and Lindenberg on stamps of Rhodes and of Turkey-was first recorded and illustrated 
in Fig. 155 (which is reproduced again in this number for the convenience of readers). 

The full story of this mysterious vessel can now be given, thanks to information kindly communi
cated by Dr. N. V. Luchnik, of Obninsk (U.S.S.R.), who reconstructed it by piecing together documentat
ion gathered from various libraries, archives and files in the U.S.S.R. This must have meant a tremend
ous amount of painstaking . research, for which Dr. Luchnik deserves our warm congratulations and 
gratitude. 

The facts communicated by Dr. Luchnik can be summarised as follows: 
(1) on 21 April, 1915, the Russian cruiser Kagul intercepted in the Black Sea the steamer Amalia (300-ton 
register), plying under the Italian flag. Although using the flag of a neutral power (Italy joined the Allies 
on 23rd April, two days only after this incident), this ship actually was a Turkish one, and it was confis
cated and incorporated into the Russian transport fleet under the designation "Transport No. 112." 
(2) after the Revolution, this ship, together with all other Russian vessels in the Black Sea, passed under 
the control of the Denikin Government in 1919, and was renamed Pochin. 
(3) throughout the duration of the Denikin and Wrangel regimes, the s/s Pochin must have been used 
for the transportation of passengers or goods between the Russian ports held by these "White" Govern
ments, and Constantinople or other Aegean ports. In the last list of ships issued by Gen. Wrangers 
Naval Department in October, 1920, just one month before the evacuation of the Crimea, the s/s Pochin 
is shown as located in Greece (it may have gone back once more to the Crimea to help in the evacuation, 
after which it must have returned to Piraeus or some other Greek port, using this thereafter as its per
manent base). 
(4) Dr. Luchnik asserts that no undertaking named PAROKHODSTVO KABOTAZH existed in Russia 
either before or after the Revolution. 
(5) it is not clear whether the vessel had passed under private ownership at the time of the Denikin or 
Wrangel Governments, or whether it did so after the evacuation of the Crimea, The use of the words 
"Parokhodstvo Kabotazh" on the cancellation establishes, however, that it was being operated by a Com
pany of this name, evidently owned by "White" Russian emigres-perhaps by the captain of the ship
at least after the evacuation of the Crimea. Dr. Luchnik stresses that many Russian vessels (ROPIT 
or privately -owned) were used in the Aegean and the Mediterranean after the exodus from the Crimea, 
between 1920 and 1922 and in some cases up to 1925. The s/s Pochi11 may well have been orie of these. 
(6) Dr. Luchnik also states that the cancellation of this ship was unknown to Russian specialists, and 
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no mention of it could be found in Soviet philatelic literature. 
(7) As explained in B.J.R.P. 35, the stamps on which this marking has been found (25c. "Rodi"" over
print of 1912, and 20pa. Turkey of 1917) remained current until 1921/22. In the light of the foregoing 
information, it looks likely that both examples belong to the period following the evacuation of the Crimea, 
and should thus be classified under the "Russian·Refugees Post," rather than under Russia proper. A 
most unusual case indeed, arising from the chaotic conditions of the period concerned. 
(b) "PAROKHOD NIKOLAEVSK-ALEKSANDROVSKII POST" 

In B.J.R.P. 37, page 17, an incomplete impression of an unidentified ship marking submitted by 
member M. Rayhack was recorded, and illustrated in Fig. 185. 

Dr. Wortman writes that this rare marking can only be of the Nikolaevsk-Alexandrovski Post 
(Sakhalin Island) line, whose existence is well-known. 

Indeed, the first letters of the Sakhalin terminal showing on Fig. 185 tally with the first letters of 
ALEKSANDROVSKII (with due allowance for the malformations due to the very smudgy print), and 
the space left blank in Fig. 185 allows just enough room for the inclusion of the very long name ALEK
SANDROVSKII POST, as tentatively shown in Fig. 191. The line in question is of course of metro
politan status, as this small harbour was in the Russian half of Sakhalin Island (see Part VI, page 494). 

So this matter is now settled, Mr. Rayhack, please note. 
After this interlude-and reiterating the hope that a separate "Ship Mail Chronicle" may make 

its first appearance in B.J.R.P. 39-it is now time to revert to the regular "Used Abroad" subject of the 
present feature. 
(2) CONSTANTINOPLE-REFUGEES POST 

Dr. Wortman notified the most unusual, and apparently hitherto unknown, marking illustrated 
in Fig. 192. Colour: Violet. Its inscriptions read RUSSKAYA POCHTA KONSTANTINOPOL 
in the centre,and SOYUZNICH. ORGANIZATSII POMOSHCHI RUSSKIM BYEZHENTSAM between 
the circles, translating "Constantinople, Russian Post of the Interallied Organisation for help to Russian 
Refugees." It has been recorded on a cover sent on 15th July, 1920 from Saratov to England. The 
cover is franked on the back with three copies of the 3½R. Imperf., all cancelled with the date-stamp of 
Saratov dated 15.7.20. The marking in Fig. 192 was applied-also on the back-when the letter arrived 
at Constantinople, and it thus ties two of the three stamps to the cover. Upon receiving this letter, this 
.. Russian Post" of Constantinople handed it to the British P.O. in the same town, which also applied its 
transit marking, in the single-circle type with BRITISH POST OFFICE-CONSTANTINOPLE, dated 
9 SP 20, and forwarded it to England. 

This unexpected discovery.establishes that some kind of "unofficial" Russian Post continued to 
operate at Constantinople between the closing of the earlier ROPIT P.O. early in 1920, and the opening 
of the Central Post Office of the Wrangel Army Refugees Post at 27, Sakiz Agatch, Pera on 1st Decem
ber, 1920.' What remains to be explained is how a letter from Saratov (then held by the Reds) could find 
find its way to this P.O. 

Whatever may be the reply to this puzzle, Dr. Wortman's discovery adds still another Russian 
postal establishment to the several already recorded in the Ottoman capital. As he comments, this mark
ing looks like a forerunner of the Russian Refugees Post, and it is indeed an amusing coincidence that it 
should be recorded in the same instalment of this Chronicle where the marking of the s/s Pochi11 is classi-
fied as a late-runner of the same Post. · 

(3) BUCHAREST 
Mr. K. Adler has secured a letter mailed on 15th Jaunuary, 1826 at the Russian P.O. of Buchar

est, and addressed to Madame de Soutzo, Postmistress(?) of Kishinev. The letter bears the Handstruck 
Stamp in Type 1 of Bucharest and, as pointed out by Mr. Adler, seems to be the earliest item recorded 
from this extraterritorial Russian P.O. 

If anyone owns earlier material, will he please notify it? Thanks in advance. 

(4) ISMAIL 
Another major gap in our docum~ntation has now been filled by Mr. Adler, and in a most brilli

ant way. When dealing with this office in Part 1 (page 68), all the information the authors could supply 
was a report received from the late E. Cohen, then the greatest authority on Roumanian philately, to the 
effect that the Russian P.O. in existence in this town while it belonged to Russia, continued to operate 
as an "Office Abroad" when Ismail was given to the Danubian Principalities at the Treaty of Paris 
(1856), and that a cover of this "Used Abroad" period was reputed to exist, with a linear cancellation. 
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Mr. Adler now sent reproductions of twa l,!tters from Ism1il, secured du~ing his recent trip to 
Roumania, which sh0:!d light on both periods of operation of the Russian Post. 
(a) the earlier letter, sent from Ismail to Jassy on 1st May, 1853, is of the period when this office was of 
metropolitan status. The letter, addressed by Archdeacon Cyril of the Uspenski Monastery to Archi
mandrite Athanasius of Jassy, was insured, and thus bears on the back a beautifully imprinted red wax 
seal of the Russian P.O. of Ismail, with a double-headed eagle sii:nilar to Fig. 42 of Jassy (see Part I, page 
62). The departure marking reads IZMAILA OTPRA/1 MAIYA 1853, with "OT" added above it in 
manuscript (Fig. 194). This addition was necessary to complete the meaning to "Despatched from Ismail" 
(note also the further misspe!Hng of MAIY A for MAY A). The arrival marking of Jassy reads Y ASSY 
POLUCHENO/6 MAY A 1853 as usual, but is in a fresh type, different from all those recorded in Part I 
(see Fig. 193). 

lt should be stressed here that, while the Ism':lil marking in Fig. 194 is a domestic marking when 
bearing a 1853 date as on this letter, it is entirely possible that this same Handstruck Stamp remained 
in use after the cession of Ismail to the Principalities, in 1856, and it would then qualify for "Used Abroad" 
status when bearing dates posterior to the Treaty of Paris. 
(b) the second letter was sent on 13th Novemb-.!r, 1863 from Ismail to Bucharest, where it was received 
on the 18th November, 1863, as attested by an annotation in the handwriting of the addressee, a current 
procedure at that period. The year of despatch, ascertained by Mr. Adler from the handwritten inner 
contents of the letter, is of the period of Roumanian rule, when the Russian P.O. had the status of an 
Office Abroad. The departure marking of Ismail is applied in Red on the back of the letter, and is barely 
identifiable (see Fig. 195), but the inscription on the first line is limited to the name alone, spaced much 
wider than on Fig. 194. The date on the 2nd line is much clearer, except for the year, where the two cen
tral digits are obscured by a smudge, but, as explained above, the inside texts of both sender and addressee 
establish this to be 1863, and this second type thus definitely qualifies for "Used Abroad" status. 

(5) ROUMANIAN POST OFFICE OF KHERSON 
While the above were from Russian Offices in Roumania, the items now coming up for review 

are from a Roumanian Office in Russia. 
Mr. P. Morgoulis, of Paris, submitted a strip of four 2k. 1917 Imperf. issue of Russia, cancelled 

in Violet with the oval marking in Fig. 1% of a "Roum'lnian Telegraph and Postal Service at Kherson·· 
("'SERYlCIUL TELEGRAFO-POSTAL ROMAN DIN HERSON"). The date, inserted in manu
script, is 19.10.1917. Mr. Morgoulis also submitted a telegraph receipt bearing a double-circle of the 
same office, with similar inscriptions, but dated 10 DEC. 917 (Fig. 197). Colour: Mauve. It would 
thus appear that the oval in Fig. 196 was of an emo;:rgency nature, and was replaced after a few weeks 
by the regular d'ite-stamp in Fig. 197. 

This writer had no idea of the existence of such an office, and he would like to know whether any 
member did. In 1916, Roum1nia had joined the side of the Entente in the First World War and, after 
an abortive invasion of Transylvania, had b-::en invaded herself by two powerful armies of the Central 
Powers. led by Falkenhayn in the north, and by Mackensen in th,~ south. These armies had conquered 
Wallachia and entered Bucharest in D-!cember, while another Bulgarian army had over-run the Dob
rudja up to the delta of the Danube. The Roum1nian Governm!nt had withdrawn to Jassy, near the 
Russian bord•!r, and, with the help of Russian reinforcements, was trying to hold a front along the Sereth 
river (north of Galatz), defending the unoccupied parts of Moldavia. 

In this predicament, it would not be surprising that Roum'inian Field P.O.s may have operated 
on nearby Russian soil, just as Russian Field P.O.s must have operated in the unoccupied districts of 
Moldavia. The two m1rkings recorded, however, bear no indication of being of military origin, and it 
must therefore be presumed that they belonged to a Civilian P.O . . Why should a Roumanian Civilian 
Post & Telegraph Office have b-!en c:-eated in such a town as Kherson, deep into Russia, and 250 miles 
distant from the Roummian temporary c1pital of Jassy? Could it be that the Roumanian warships 
or merchant vessels, left without a national harbour after the loss of the Dobrudja, were given shelter 
by the Russians at Kherson or nearby, and that this office was intended for their private communicat
ions with their Government? If so, why should this port be Kherson, on the Dnieper river, rather than 
another of the many better Russian ports on the Black Sea? 

Perhaps some of our members can supply the replies to these questions, or offer some other better 
explanation. Meantime, there can be no doubt that Mr. Morgoulis, with this most unexpected dis
covery, has opened another intriguing field for investig:1tion, typical of the endless ramifications of the 
Postal History of Russia. 
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(6) TRIPOLI OF SYRIA 
The early rectangular Handstruck Stamp of this office in Standard Type "U" was listed and illus

trated in Part VI (Fig. 806), from a stampless letter in the collection M. Liphschutz, sent from Tripoli 
to Aleppo in January, 1863. 

Mr. Liphschutz has now secured a loose 2pi ROPIT stamp, of the so-called 1866 issue (actually 
issued in April, 1865), bearing an incomplete impression of this handstamp (see Fig. 198) which, in thi 
case, was therefore used as a Canceller. It will be noticed that the last digit of the year, which was side 
ways on the 1863 letter, is upright on this second example and seems to be a "7" (for 1867). 

No need to stress the extreme rarity of this particular marking on an actual postage stamp. The 
-Only other known instance of such use is the companion LATIAQUIE rectangle in the collection of Sir 
John Wilson (see Part VI, page 537). 

(7) PEKING 
These emergency cancellers of the Boxer Rebellion are still unfolding fresh surprises for us. Right 

after the late state of Type 5 recorded in B.J.R.P. 37 in the form of a registration marking, Mr. Adler now 
produces another remarkable cover with an early "boxed" state of the first emergency canceller in Type 9 
(see B.J.R.P. 32, pages 9/10). The cover in question is registered, and was sent on 9th May, 1900 
from Kuldja to Peking, the 14k. stamp bearing the cancellation of the Kuldja P.O. in Type 5A (Fig. 405). 
It travelled via Siberia-as attested by various transit markings on the back-reaching Vladivostok on 
20th June. It must have been held there during the siege of the Legations. The letter arrived at Peking 
some time after the siege was lifted, and received the arrival marking illustrated in Fig. 199, with date 
18.VIII insterted in manuscript. Considering that the letter had been waiting at Vladivostok since June, 
it looks probable that it arrived at Peking by the first incoming Russian mail, and that this date of 18.Vill 
(old style) was the first day of use of the emergency canceller concerned. It will be noticed that this has 
an outer frame (already showing signs of deterioration), which had been removed by the time .the Mas
lowski letter illustrated in B.J.R.P. 32 was mailed in November. So this first emergency canceller also 
has to be sub-divided into two states: State 9A with frame (Fig. 199); State 9B, without frame (Fig. 103 
in B.J.R.P. 32). 

What remains to be done: (a) find a stamp cancelled with Type 9A; (b) ascertain the date when 
the frame was removed (or collapsed through wear). 
{8) SHANGHAI 

Another major surprise for collectors of Russian P.O.s in China is being provided by Mr. H. Lauke. 
It had always been thought that the large double-circle in Type I (Fig. 493) had been the first canceller 
used by the ShaRghai office. Well, this belief fs now challenged by the primitive single-circle illustrated 
in Fig. 200, which, although used in this case in 1898, may~m account of its crude manufacture-be 
presumed to have actually preceded the double-circle type. The letter submitted by Mr. Lauke was sent 
by the Russo-Chinese Bank from Shanghai to Revel, and is franked with a 7k. and a 14k. Russia 1889 
issue, tied by a very faint impression of this new type. Another clearer impression of this date-stamp 
appears on the back, but here again the date did not print well, and had to be repeated in manuscript 
to read 29/1 (as shown in Fig. 200). The letter also bears an impression of a registration handstamp, 
as illustrated in Fig. 201, without name of office at top, and in an unusual style. There is a handwritten 
direction of the sender "Per s/s Laos," and the arrival marking of Revel is dated 25.11.1898. 

(9) DALNY 
While Mr. Faberge's cover from the Field Telegraph Office of this town was being recorded in 

B.J.R.P. 37, another cover from this office, in the collection Melvin M. Kessler, was being illustrated 
and commented upon in Rossica Journal No. 68. This latter is franked with a strip of the 7k. Russia 
1902, cancelled with Fig. 186 dated 24.IV.1093, and it displays in addition an amazing array of interest
ing transit markings, which are described at length in Rossica 68 (q.v.). The registration label is limited 
to the name DALNII, without any reference to the Field Telegraph Office. 

Furthermore, Dr. Wortman now advises that his registered cover from Dalny franked with several 
20k. stamps, also bears the same cancellation Fig. 186 (instead of Fig. 545, as had been thought before). 

(10) KHARBIN HEAD F.P.O. 
Another of the scarcer sub-types of the Head Field Post Office functioning at Kharbin-Town dur

ing the Russo-Japanese War has been notified by Mr. W. Frauenlob (on a Money Order Form). This is 
Sub-Type 7M with serial "ell," and it is illustrated in Fig. 202. Colour: Violet (should exist also in Black). 
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(11) LYAOYANG 
It is not often that material from this office turns up. Mr. R. S. Blomfield now notifies a regis

tered postcard to Leipzig, franked with a 10k. and a 4k. Russia 1902, cancelled with a fresh Sub-Type 
4A, with serial "a," unrecorded so far (Fig. 203). The postcard also bears the registration handstamp 
illustrate<l in Fig. 204, partly applied on the 4k. stamp. 

(12) GENSAN 
Mr. Liphschutz communicated a 10k. Letter-Form, on which the imprinted vignette is cancelled 

by the date-stamp of the Japanese P.O. Abroad of Gensan in Korea, as illustrated in Fig. 205. 
This letter must have been written and mailed on board a Russian ship, which delivered it to the 

Japanese P.O. of Gensan for transmission to Luebeck in Germany. The date on the canceller 
is 23.VIII.1893, earliest seen so far, ante-dating by almost a year the items with similar markings in the 
Blomfield collection (recorded in B.J.R.P. 29, page 17). It will further be noticed that the date-stamp 
on the Blomfield stamps (Fig. 40 in B.J.R.P. 29) is in a different sub-type than Fig. 205. 

Another most interesting feature of the Liphschutz letter is the small triangular marking illus
trated in Fig. 206, with inscriptions GEN.SHIP ("GEN." for GENSAN). As pointed out by Mr. Liph
schutz, markings with inscription SHIP were used by some countries on ship mail between 1891 (when 
the U.P.U. Congress at Vienna authorised the cancelling of ship letters at the port of arrival with the 
date-stamp of said port), and 1897 (when the U.P.U. Congress at Washington prescribed that a PAQUE
BOT marking be applied next to the date-stamp concerned). Fig. 206 is therefore the forerunner of the 
PAQUEBOT markings of Gensan. 

THE SHAG IV ISSUES OF THE UKRAINE: NEW DATA 
Ian L. G. Baillie 

Since my book on the Shagiv issues of the Ukraine was published in the Autumn of 1963, I have 
been able to record a range of new and interesting items and also have a few errors to correct. I am 
happy that the new information all appears to be in accordance with the general analysis in my book 
and that all the main conclusions remain on these complicated stamps. 

The purpose of this article is to record the new items and correct the errors and I have for con
venience of owners of that book listed them in the same sequence with page references. 
PART 1: POSTAGE STAMPS PRINTED FROM 400-PLATE 

page 5: (b): printing method: our member Mr. Manley, who is a printing expert, has criticised my 
phrase "zinc plates for lithography." He tells me that lithographic plates in zinc would be too thin to 
withstand heavy use and that zinc plates, which he agrees were used, are not truly lithographic plates 
because they are thicker. He considers that a flat bed letter press was used; I wonder whether the size · 
of a 400-sheet being about the size of a newspaper page might not be mere coincidence? 

page 5: (d): gum: My copy of the lower left corner stamp of 20 sh. Sheet C State 2 has the pin
hole for this position but has a clear gum stop in the lower selvedge; Dr. Seichter also has two 20sh. Sheets 
C State 1 which show gum stopping in the lower selvedge over a portion of the width. It is certainly 
the general rule for gum to extend to the lower edge of all sheets, and I feel that these three items are 
probably accidental. 

page 5: (e): paper: Dr. Seichter tells me of what he calls an "artificial curiosity" once in the col
lection of Prof. Yacovliv and now in the collection of Dr. Trembicky. It is a cover manufactured from 
a lOsh. sheet, franked with Denikin stamps from Evpatoria (4.11.19) to Vernigorodsk, and is described 
in "Tchibrinez" (Brussels 1948). 

page 6: (g): colour: Through the courtesy of Mr. Benns I now own one of two 4-blocks of the 40sh. 
which he discovered in a most distinctive olive-green colour. 

page 6: (j): perforations: I am informed of the following additional special perforations:
(iii) perf. 8; 40sh. one piece, cancelled Smyeloe Poltav. G. 31.12.18. 
( v) perf. 9 (on 3 sides, poorly perfed); 50sh. cancelled Krivoi Rog. 28.10.18. 
(xii) sewing machine ("Archiv") perf. vertically, and partially also on horizontal sides; 

20sh. cancelled Trostianets 27.10.18. 
For the normal perf. 11 ½, a variety exists perf. on 3 sides only; this is known on 10, 20 and 40sh., 

all cancelled Kiev 25.8.18. Also I have to amend the record on the Smyeloe "forgery"-the perf. is 9l
not 11 ½. 
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page 7: lOsh. Sheet A State 1: there is normally also the trace of a nailhead over No. 95. 
page 8: l0sh. Sheet 8 State 2: the mark on No. 16 was inadvertently not described or illustrated 

in my book-it comprises 2 small protrusions (sometimes joined together) on the outer side of the left 
frameline level with the base of the word 'UKRAINSKA.' 

page 8: lOsh. Sheet C: there are more States of this sheet than were originally recorded; the new 
list is as follows:-

State 1: nailhead mark between Nos. 51 and 61:-
State IA: beam break 2½mm wide 3¼mm to left of No. 95 
Sate 18: 3 beam breaks:-

short break under No. 92 
3½mm break under right of No. 93 
6¼mm break under left of No. 95 
left hand end of beam extends 1 mm beyond end of No. 91 
right hand end of beam extends 2mm beyond end of No. 100 

State 2: nailhead mark almost completely absent between Nos. 51 and 61 :
State 2A: beam break 1 ½mm wide under No. 94 
State 28: almost no gap in beam under Nos. 94/95 

beam break 1mm wide under No. 93 
State 2C: beam break less than ½mm wide 4mm to left of No. 95 

(note: only known as a single, this State might be a variant of State 1 rather 
than of State 2) 

page 8: lOsh. Transfer Marks: in Subtype T there is additionally a break in the 'R' of 'UKRAIN
SKA,' which could be added to Fig. 3B. 

page 9: 20sh. Sheet A: there is a very fine example of this Sheet now in Dr. Seichfor's collection, 
the paper in the top right having been extensively crushed during printing-so much so, in fact, that some 
of the design even appears on the back of the paper! 

· page 9: 20sh. Sheet 8: there is a distinct nick in the top frameline over the 'R' of 'UKRAINSKA' 
of No. 25 in State 1 which is absent in State 2. There are two distinct versions of State 2 which are worth 
separating:-

State 2: naithead mark between Nos. 31 and 4i; another over No. 95 
State 2A: nailhead mark under No. 96 (this is the state formerly designated State 2, 

and in which various voids developed) 
State 28: nailhead marks between Nos. 21 and 31, 41 and 42, 55 and 65, 65 and 75, 

75 and 85, 76 and 86 
nailhead marks under Nos. 99, 100 
vertical beam 31mm wide, some 15mm long, about 1 ¾mm to right of No. 50 

State 2B is apparantly fairly uncommon and very clearly printed, whereas State 2A is commoner 
and less well printed; on these grounds a weak argument could be made in favour of State 2B preceding 
2A. 

page 9: 20sh. Sheet C: I have an abnormal printing of this Sheet in which the pinhole by No. 91 
(seep. 6 of my book) is missing; it is ungummed and may never have been gummed. The lower sel
vedge is 66mm deep (instead of the normally 23mm or so)-this sheet is that mentioned under "enumer
ator marks" on p. 6 of my book. 

In Fig. 4 and in the table at the top of p. 9 of my book, the mark ascribed to 22C should have 
been ascribed to 23C. 

page 9: 20sh.: Sheet D: it has been found that there are additional versions, now called States IC 
and 1D, so that the full list of States now becomes:-

Page 24 

State IA: as in my book; the left hand end of the beam is level with the left edge of 
No. 91 

State 18: as in my book 
State IC: new: as State IA but the left hand end of the beam is 2½mm to the right 

of the left edge of No. 91; also, there is a nick in the lower frameline 
of No. 61 

State ID: new: left hand end of the beam is as IC, but the right hand end is about 
2mm to the right of the right edge of No. 100 (in State lC it is only 
about 1mm). State 1D also shows the following marks:-
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staplehead mark 2mm wide, 7mm long, horizontally 4mm above left end 
of No. 10 

nailhead mark between Nos. 54 and 55, cutting into the left hand frame of 
No. 55, approx. 3mm" from top 

nailhead mark between Nos. I and 11, under '0' of left '20' 
State 2: as in my book 

The gaps between the various parts of the lower beam also assist in distinguishing between these 
states, but details would be too lengthy for inclusion here. 

page 10: 20sh. Transfer Marks: the following additional features may be found helpful in dis
tinguishing between the 25 subtypes of this value:-

Subtype R: there is a break in the central of the three lines under .. NARODNY A" 
between "O" and "D" 

Subtype T: in the right "20" there is a break in the outline of the top of the foot of 
the "2." There is also a break in the inner frameline above the top 
left of the letter "U" of "UKRAINSKA.'' 

These could be added to Fig. 5B. 

page 12: 40sh. Transfer Marks: a new mark to add to Fig. 9C is worth recording: No. 46 of Sheets 
Band C shows a clear dot in the "O" of the left '.'40" at about 2 o'clock. 

page 12: 40sh. Sheet A: an additional state for this sheet can now be recorded-unfortunately the 
top 4 rows have not yet been seen and the location of the staplehead mark is not known; l have there
fore provisionally called the new state "State 3" :-

State 3: main mark is a coloured blob at 5 o'clock 0:1 inner side of circle around 
trident; this mark is large and clear. · 
lower left portion of sheet: printing tends to be smudg•!d 
most Fig. 8 marks are present but mark 54A is absent 

page 14: 50sh. Sheet 88: three blocks of this Sh~t hav.:: now b~n S'!•!:1 from the currency printing 
(a 4-block with Nos. 7, 8, 17, 18; a 4-block from the lower left corner and a fine block of 5 x 2 from the 
lower right corner) and a 2 x 3 postage stamp block also from the lower rig'.1t corner which enabled 20 
positions to be compared with the only full sheet of BB which I know. The main marks noted in this 
comparison are:-

No. I 7 small white protrusion between I o'clock and 2 o "clock on the "O" of "50" 
No. 18 mark between inner and outer framelines at top, Imm to right of centre 
No. 79 mark between inner and outer framelines at b1se, I mm from right corner 
No. 80 small ornament in top right of cross-stroke to "5" of "50" joined at right 

end to top of "5" 
No. 82 small mark from halfway up left edge of sloping stroke of "5" of "50" and 

mark between inner and outer framelines at top, 3mm to right of centre 
No. 86 mark between inner and outer framelines to left of "U" of "UKRAINSKA" 
No. 87 mark between inner and outer framelines under "U" of "RESPUBLIKA" 
No. 90 in the crossed posthorns at the top of the stamp, the right end of the left post-

horn \s joined to the top of the enclosing shield (a very prominent mark) 
No. 91 colourless extension to top of left stroke of the "U" of "URKAlNSKA" 
No. 100 the two marks inside the letter "B" of "SHAG IV" are damaged and incom

plete 

PART 2: POSTAGE STAMPS PRINTED FROM JOO-PLATES 
Page 17: lOsh. from 100-Plate: some further examJ)les from this elusive printing have now come to 

light, and they have revJlt•!d in further State, ofth'! plate b:ing id::itified. Ti1e full list is now:
State lA: as State I in my book 
State 18: as State IA, b•Jt with a line over No. 8 
State 2A: as State 2 in my book, and I can now affirm that the mark on No. 77 in States I is not 

present in States 2 
State 28: as State 2A, but with a line over No. 9 
State 3: as in my book 
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The relation of these new States to the "35K." surcharge is that unsurcharged copies have been 
seen in States lA, lB, 2A and 2B, and surcharged copies in States 2A and 3-thus State 2A is the only 
one so far known to exist both with and without surcharge. 

An unsurcharged pair (Nos. 91 and 92) from the 100-plate (State not identifiable because the pair 
does not include a position with significant marks), with a cancellation for KLINTSY seemingly dated 
1.11.18, is in the collection of Dr. Seichter who says "I think (the cancellation) is genuine, perhaps phil
atelic"; so the history of this peculiar 100-plate is not much helped by this first cancelled example without 
surcharge. 

Although not directly relevant to my main subject in this article, it is interesting that Dr. Seichter 
and Mr. Roberts each has one cover with 35k./10sh. stamps, and that these covers are very similar:-

(a) both are franked with a pair of 35k/10sh. stamps plus a pair of each of the two Kerensky 
stamps 

(b) both are cancelled at KRAMATOROVKA, KHARK. (Mr. Roberts' on 9.4.19, and Dr. 
Seichter's on 19.4.19) 

(c) both are registered, the label reading KRAMATORSKAYA, KHARK. GUB. 
(d) both have arrival cancellations (Mr. Roberts' of ............ IGORODOK, KIEV GOB. 

and Dr. Seichter's ofEVPATORIA, TAVR. GUB. on 13.5.19) 
Thus, although the date on page 16 should be amended from 1920 to 1919/20 for the use of the 

Mariupol surcharge, it is still true that the reason for the 100-plate for the lOsh. value is in doubt. 
In the general marks distinguishing the 100-plate from the 100-sheets of the 400-plate of the lOsh. 

(see Fig. 13 and the table on page 17 of my book) it is worth including in the lower left pane a tendency 
for there to be a weakness in the right wing of the trident in No. 92. 

Page 17: 20sh. from 100-Plate (?). Full sheets of this rare printing are still to be recorded, but 
the number of known blocks has increased from 2 to 5. This has enabled the lower portion of a plate 
10 stamps wide to be reconstructed, and the hypothesis that there was a 100-plate for the 20sh. analogous 
to that known (see above) for the lOsh. is still valid and, in my opinion, probably true (at least I adopt 
it below). 

I have still to find evidence of transfer subjects on either the lOsh. or the 20sh. 100-plate, but I can 
now record the following plating marks on the 20sh. 100-plate:-

No. 75 small nick in outer frameline under "O" of left "20" 
No. 85 white line (caused by breaks in background lines) running diagonally down to left from 

nose of head 
No. 86 nailhead mark over "N" of "UKRAINSKA" 
No. 88 inner framelines weak or missing in corner of tablet at "N" of "NARODNY A" 
No. 92 dot at 10 o'clock of white space on man's right shoulder also very faint line under stamp 

under right "20" 
No. 96 very faint line under stamp under left "20" 

PART 3: POSTAGE STAMPS PRINTED FROM 60-PLATE 
Page 19: Dr. Ceresa has an uilgummed 60-sheet of the lOsh. value which is printed in the medium 

colour used for the 20sh. value. 

CONCLUSION 
There comes a time when the pursuit of detail becomes futile, and I consider this to be the case 

for some minor "States of plate" differences-nevertheless the "States of plate" information for the shagiv 
stamps is I feel still of importance when it can help to date printings and correlate covers, etc. The present 
article seems to show that there is still work to be done to enable the sequencing of the various states to 
be established, and to set up the relation between the States of the four 100-sheets from the original integral 
400-plate. If any readers have any information which would enable a start to be made on this problem 
I would be very grateful if they would write to me with their findings. 
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THE SHAG IV ISSUES OF THE UKRAINE: 

POSSIBLE FORGERIES OF POSTAGE STAMPS 

Ian L. G. Baillie 

In my book on the Ukraine shagiv issues I described the limited information then available on 
forgeries of the postage stamps. Apart from some material Mr. Kobylanski had described to me just 
before the book went to press, and which seemed very doubtful, there were no established forgeries 
because the only reported forgeries (those ascribed to Smyeloe) were in fact genuine. 

However, since then there has been an opportunity to study the sheets first discovered by Mr 
Kobylanski, as well as other material, and these developments are described below. 

7-DEEP SHEETS 
These are the sheets originally reported by Mr. Kobylanski. Although there do not seem to be 

large quantities available, they exist in U.K., on the Continent, and in the U.S.A., and they need careful 
consideration because they could easily be confused with examples from the 60-sheets described in Part 3 
of my book. 

All sheets are 7 stamps deep, and are 12 across (i.e. 84 stamps) for the four lower values and 11 
across (i.e. 77 stamps) for the 50sh. Overall sheet size is about 12½ x 8f inches for all values. Colours 
are similar to genuines, but the lOsh. occurs both in the normal colour and in a distinctly darker shade. 
The appearance of copies from the 7-deep sheets is, however, very distinctive because the paper is much 
thinner, semi-transparant and shiny surfaced; al~o there are a few horizontal smudgy lines on each sheet. 

Examination of details of the designs produces the surprising answer that the designs agree with 
details of those for the 60-sheets rather than for the 400-sheets or 100-sheets. The following table shows 
the way this works:-

10 Shagiv 
(a) thickness of the inner frame

lines 
(b) squares at crossover of inner 

framelines 
(c) break in top inner frameline 

over "P" 

20 Shagiv 
(a) break in back of hat just above 

ear of wheat 
(b) inverted triangular mark on 

nose in front of eye 

400 and 100 Plates 

medium thick 
filled in 

absent 

400 and 100 Plates 

absent 

large, attached to eyebrow 

(c) line across right end of left inner 
wing line in body of trident absent 

(d) lines in background to trident medium thick with regular 
spacing 

{e) 

(f) 
(g) 

squares at crossover of inner 
framelines 
lowest line below "SHAGIV" 
lowest line between "2" and 
"O" of left "20" 

filled in 
thicker than others 

not broken 

30 Shagiv 400 Plate 
(a) regularity of left edge to shading 

on neck regular 

b) left inner frameline reaches top frame 
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60 and 84 Plates 

much thinner 
not filled in 

often present 

60 and 84 Plates 

present 

small, either separate or only 
attached at left 

present 
irregular, heavier from chin and 
scythe tip (84pl. even thinner 
and fainter than 60pl.) 

not filled in 
same thickness as others 

usually broken 

60 and 84 Plates 

shape of edge not same, and one 
line opposite jaw protrudes to left . 
stops below top frame 
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40 Shagiv 400 Plate 60 and 84 Plates 
(a) length of 2 shading lines in white 

space below gap between words 
in lower line of top tablet long short 

(b) crosshatch background b-!low 
ends of upper tablet absolutely regular, as if 

machine made 
somewhat irregular, as if hand
ruled 

(c} open end of right posthorn no gap gap at left 

50 Shagiv 400 Plates 60 and 77 Plates 
(a) base of pattern in left "O'" of all lines join at base of lines do not join at base of pattern 

"50" pattern 
In spite of this general similarity between the 60-plates and the 7-deep sheets, however, the construction 
of the two sets of plates is quite different. The 7-deep sheets do not show the transfer marks in Fig. 14 
of my book (i.e. those in the 60-plate stamps) but instead exhibit the following:-
10 shagiv: I have not yet found any transfer subject marks on the 7-deep sheets 
20 shagiv: the only repetitive mark I have found on this value is a small void in the top outer frame

line over the "R"' of "UKRAINSKA" occurring as follows:-
Row 5: Nos. 2, 4, 7, 9, 10, 11 
Row 6: Nos. 4, 5, 6, 10 
Row 7: Nos. 1, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12 
The mark is thus irregularly distributed within the 7-deep sheet, and is in this respect similar 
to the marks found on the 50sh. 60-plate sheet. 

30 shagiv: generally, this value shows marks leading to the make-up ABCDABCDABCD, i.e. the unit 
ABCD applied 3 times in each row. The only exceptions are the top 3 portions in Cols. 1 
and 2 (the similar positions in Cols. 3 and 4 may be exceptions also, but marks for C and D 
have not yet been indentified) do not for some peculiar reason show the A and B marks, which 
are: 
Subtype A: (a) break in top inner frameline over "3"' of left "30"' 

(b) break in lower inner frameline under "NYA" of "NARODNYA"" 
Subtype B: break in top inner frameline over 'T' of "SHAGIV"-this mark is, I think by 

sheer accident, similar to the mark in Subtype C of the 60-plate 
I feel that the similarity of the marks in Subtype A of the 7-deep sheets to Subtypes Band E 
of the 60-plate sheets is probably also coincidental, although if the same original die were 
used for constructing both plates then an inherent weakness in it could be the link .. 

40 shagiv: as with the tosh., I have not yet found any transfer marks-in this respect it is similar to the 
40sh. 60-plate sheets. 

50 shagiv: this sheet seems to come from a printing plate constructed from four subtypes giving the 
sequence ABCDABCDABC in each horizontal row. The marks are:-
Subtype A: not yet identified 
Subtype B: (a) small mark in central prong of "SH" of "SHAG IV"' 

(b) small mark on left side about halfway up internal ornaments in left side 
of "O" of "50" 

Subtype C: small nicks in outer and inner left outer framelines about¼ inch from top 
Subtype D: not yet identified 

An interesting general question which the existence of these transfer marks poses is why there should 
be any regularity of position of a mark on the sheet-when the individual entries on the plate seem to have 
been made singly-i.e. there are varied relative spacings which seem to preclude the use of a 4-unit master! 

Having surveyed the evidence we are now in a position of trying to draw conclusions about the 
status of the 7-deep sheets. And this is where the difficulties arise, because:-

(a) the gum, the paper, the ink, and the horizontal smudged lines (which are similar to lines 
obtainable with some types of rotary duplicator!) all seem to prove that the primer of the 
7-deep sheets was not the printer of the 60-sheets 

(b) the lack of any evidence of photographic copying makes it unlikely that 60-sheet stamps were 
copied to provide masters for preparing the 7-deep plates 
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Thus, while "instinctively" one believes the 7-deep sheets are "wrong" the evidence of the designs cannot 
be ignored. My personal choice of conclusion is that the masters used to prepare the 60-plates were 
used to prepare the 7-deep plates, and that the latter are forgeries, but I am aware that other conclusions 
are equally plausible. 

60-SHEETS PERFORATED 
Examples of the 60-sheets perforated are available both in U.K. and in U.S.A. as well as on the 

Continent, and their relationship to the imperforate 60-sheets is intriguing. The perforated items appear 
different, and here I quote from a letter from Mr. Mehnert-Frey of Zurich:-

"The designs of all 5 values show heavy differences from my originals (i.e. imperf.-1. L. G. B.)" 
He then lists these differences, which broadly fall into 2 groups:-

(a) those which reflect the differences between the 400 or 100 plates and the 60 plates (such as 
I have already mentioned above), and 

(b) those which reflect variations of inking, impression, and wear of printing plate. 
The perforated 60-sheets, however, show exactly the very many plating marks (defects, colour blobs, lines, 
voids, etc.) which occur on the imperf. 60-sheets, and I have no hesitation in affirming my conviction 
that the same plates were used, and that the status of the perforated 60-sheets is no way inferior to the 
status of the imperforated 60-sheets. 

Mr. Roberts, incidentally, now possesses two very interesting items which are the same in colour 
and impression as the perforated 60-sheets:-

(a) imperf., thin paper, 20sh. on front, and gum plus 50sh. inverted plus faint set-off of 20sh. 
on reverse 

(b) imperf., thin paper, lOsh. and 30sh. both printed on front, no gum (the lOsh. impression is 
about 1/16in. above the 30sh. impression) 

These items are parallel to those listed in my book for the thick paper imperf. 60-plate sheets. 

CANCELLATIONS 
There are further "doubtful" Kiev cancellations to add to my original list, and the new list is as 

follows:-
KAMENETS POD. * * script "n" 28.10.19 

. KAMENETS POD. * * script "u" 28.10.19 
KIEV * * script "e" 19.11.18 
KIEV * * script "e" 1. 7.19 
KIEV * * script "bi" 30. 8.18 
J,S:.IEV * * script "bi" 10. 9.18 
KHARKIV 3 * * script "zh" 16. 2.19 
KHARKOV * 3 script "m" 13. 3.19 

Many of these occur on large blocks or full sheets and do not necessarily indicate genuine usage. Dr. 
Seichter tells me, however, that the two following cancellations, which also occur on full sheets, do repre
sent genuine usage:-

BAR POD. 
MAKOSHINO CHER. 

CURRENCY STAMPS 

* 
* 

* 
* 

script "e" 
script "e" 

10. 1.20 
7. 4. 19 

Forgeries of these, including forged cancellations and covers, will be dealt with separately. 
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OUTSTANDING ITEMS 

M. Liphschutz 

In B.J.R.P. No. 36 ("Outstanding Items," page 28) Mr. H. F. Blease (Trowbridge) was kind enough 
to allow us to record his Imperial Stamp Booklet of the St. Petersburg Post Office, which, priced at 2 
Roubles, contained l R. 98k. worth of Arms type stamps of the 1909 issue (3 blocks of 6 x 7k.; 3 blocks 
of 6 x 3k.; and 3 blocks of 6 x lk. stamps). Since then we learned that Mr. C. C. Handford (Chester
field) possesses a similar booklet. 

Mr. Michel Liphschutz (Neuilly-sur-Seine) has been kind enough to advise us of two further types. 
of Imperial Stamp booklet which he owns, and has also favoured us by sending photographs, which we 
are pleased to reproduce in the centre pages. 

(1) SECOND TYPE OF ST. PETERSBURG P.O. BOOKLET 
This booklet is very similar to that recorded by Mr. Blease, except that it contained stamps valued 

at 78k., and the booklet was sold for 80k. The cover of the original "2R" booklet was printed in yellow, 
but the 80k. is in green. The size is 85.5 x 41 mm. The stamps included were I block of 6 x 7k.; l block 
of 6 x 3k.; and 3 blocks of 6 x l k., and we presume they are of the same Arms type issue of 1909. A 
diagram of the disposition of the stamps in the booklet accompanies the photographs in the centre pages. 

(2) IMPERIAL STAMP BOOKLET FROM KIEV P.O. 
Although the second type of St. Petersburg booklet was certainly a surprise, we were amazed to 

learn that Mr. Liphschutz holds a booklet which was evidently sold by the Kiev Post and Telegraph Office. 
We wonder what other Imperial Offices issued their own booklets? This Kiev booklet, priced at 2 
Roubles, contains lR. 98k. worth of stamps (again we assume the same issue of 1909). The _outside 
cover is in a completely different design, although still bearing the Imperial Arms, and is coloured buff. 
We notice that crossed posthorns only (i.e. without "thunderbolts") are beneath the double eagle, and per-
haps the Kiev booklet was printed earlier than the St. Petersburg issues, which bear "thunderbolts" in 
the design. On the reverse of the Kiev booklet the inscription is in more stylised Russian-script, and 
reads "Kiev Post-Telegraph Area. Series of Postage Stamps value IR. 98k. Price 2 Rub." The book
let, which measures 96.5 x 51.5 mm., contains 3 blocks of 6 x 7k.; 3 blocks of 6 x 3k.; and 3 blocks 
6 x I k. A disposition of these stamps as they appear in the booklet is shown in the centre pages. 

Mr. Liphschutz, not content with notifying us of these sensational items, mentions that he, too, 
has a booklet similar to those owned by Messrs. Blease and Handford. However, the disposition of 
the stamps are different (although similar values) since all blocks are inverted with the exception of l 
block of lk. As Mr. Liphschutz points out, this shows that no special rule was applied when making 
up the booklets, and the blocks were "stapled in" merely according to the way they were taken from the 
upper or lower part of the sheet of 100. 

MINIATURE SHEETS OF THE SOVIET UNION (I) 

A. S. Waugh 

Block issued for the First National Philatelic Exposition of the U.S.S.R. 

A measure of obscurity surrounds this rare item. Catalogues either ignore the issue entirely, or 
merely devote a footnote in passing. The Official Soviet Catalogue of 1958 makes a special entry under 
Number 449B, and illustrates the standard specimen. Describing the Block as issued in December, 
1932, and being a Block of four stamps, 15k. x 2 plus 35k. x 2, in the design of the First All-Union Phil
atelic Exhibition at Moscow, series. Printed by photo lithography on thick paper in the same style as 
the perforated stamps, featuring the Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts, Moscow (where the exposition was 
held) by the stamp artist V. Zavialov. Sheet size 16.5 x I 1.0 ems. 

The two values were printed diagonally opposite in sepia for the 15k. and in blue for the 35k., 
matching the perforated issues, while the sheet itself was issued Imperforate. The inscriptions were 
typographed in black. Approximately 500 copies were printed and presented to varying participants 
at the Exhibition, and to various guests. They also acted as invitations to the inauguration. 
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.Ag~weMy yAapHu«y 
Bcepoccuuc,co1.o 06wecmBa {/}zu.ameAucmo. 

There are four types of this block known, and are here given in order of rarity, (A) without inscript
~ons, 5 to 6 copies. (B) with the additional Russian inscriotion :-"To the best Shockworker," 25 copies; 
(C) with the additional Russian inscription meaning:-"To the moi:t active members of the Society of 
Philatelists of all Russia." (These copies w~re for the active participants in the Exhibition, and we illus
trate this inscription above). (D) inscribed in both Rw,sian and French (see photograph in centre pages). 
In the former Janguage:-"Peoples Commissariat (of) Communications USSR" and in the Jatter:
"Commissariat du peuple des Communications Postales et Electriques." The number of copies stated 
makes this one of the rarer items of Soviet Philately. The sheets could of course be cancelled by the 
special exhibition postmark used in red on the day of opening only, and in black for the remaining period. 

The copy which we illustrate is in the possession of Mr. E. L. Filby of Kansas City, U.S.A., who 
kindly volunteered the Joan of his specimen to illustrate the t'.rticle. We should like to hear further from 
members who may have specimens, especially with the varying types or cancelled material. A long 
article devoted to this First Soviet Stamp Exhibition appeared in our French contemporary "Le Timbre 
Sovietique" in October 1962, and to whom we are indebted for the illustration of the Russian Philatelists 
inscription. This article, by V. Hine of the U.S.S.R., reported that it is not known the exact numbers 
printed and that specimens can only be found in Mu-,eums and .in icolatcd collections (2) in the Soviet 
Union. The Editor adds as a footnote that two copies are also in the hands of his countrymen, that speci
mens were shown at Prague '63 exhibition, and of having seen "piec,~s with and without supplementary 
inscriptions, mint and cancelled, and also a block on letter cancelled Leningrad." 

Should B.S.R.P. members like to add any information to that record•xl, it will be used as addenda 
to the next article which will describe the Pushkin and Architectural Congress sheets. 

VARIETIES IN THE SOVIET AIR MAIL ETIQUETTE OF AUGUST, 1928 
Fred W. Speers 

Frank Muller's ex~llent "Catalogue des Etiquettes Aeropostales" tak•!S cognisance of only three 
varieties of the Soviet air mail etiquette of August, 1928. This is understandable because to list all the 
varieties of this emission and also of other Soviet etiquettes or labels as well as those of other countries 
would be an encyclopaedic undertaking. 

It is the purpose of this article to report on other varieties which were evident in examination of 
a 5 by to sheet of the August, 1928, Soviet etiquette. Like most of these it is type set. Each of the 50 
etiquettes consists of the two Russian words for air mail, one above the other, and a . third line within 
the rectangular box. In the third line appear the two French words ("Par avion") for air mail. 

Beneath the bottom of the rectangular box appears a line of quite small type identifying the govern
ment "form" which each etiquette essentially is. This line reads : 

"AIOMC-158-28F 6(CT)" (F=Russian style F) 
The complete line, it will be noted, consists of 20 difforent characters-6 letters (including one Cyril

]ic), 8 figures and 6 symbols (a long and a short dash, two periods and a brace of parentheses). 
As for the rectangular box enclosing the three lines of type larger than the size of that of the legend 

immediately below it: The box measures 31.5 by 21.5mm. Its lines (or, as printers would say, "rules") 
are 1.5mm thick:. The box, in• all 50 instances, was prepared by using two short (18.5mm) rules and 
putting above and b.:low them two others each 31.5mm long so as to provide an interior measurement 
of 28.5 by 21.5mm. 

The etiquette is printed in black ink on coarse grey paper. It is line perforated t 1 with relatively 
wide margins at the right and left sides of the sheet. No perforations exist at either right or left or top 
or bottom of the sheet, thus leaving 22 examples imperforate on at least one side and four imperforate 
on one and top or bottom The horizontal lines of perforation are not uniformly spaced. For instance, 
the fifth line of etiquettes is crowded by perforations above and b-!Iow it so much so that they pierce the 
tops ofNos. 21 and 22 and the small type legends beneath Nos. 23-25. 

Muller's catalogue takes note of two minor varieties-No. 9a "aviou" (the "n" is inverted\ and 
No. 9b "avi on." The former occurs in all five etiquettes in the sixth line while the latter occurs in the 
fifth line alrc:idy m~ntio:1cd r:; h?.•ting b'!~'.1 afflicted with irregular lines of perforations. It should be 
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pointed out here that except for three rows errors found in one etiquette are common to all others in its 
horizontal row. (If one wished to go "nit-picking"-and I fear this whole article may be something of 
that sort, one could take cognizance of the variations in the spacings between the letters of "Par avion" 
and between those words and the sides of the boxes). 

Although there are no errors, wrong font or broken letters in any of the two Russian words char
acterising each of the 50 etiquettes, differences do exist in their positioning in relation to each other. This 
can be easily observed by checking the position of the "T" in "NOYTA" in relation to that of "W" of 
the 9-letter word above it. Variations are: 

In all etiquettes in Lines I, 5 and 6 the vertical bar of the "T" points midway between the second 
and third vertical bars of the "W" above it. 

Etiquettes in Line 2 are characterised by the vertical bar of the "T" pointing midway between the 
"W" and "H" of the word above "NOYTA." 

The common characteristic of etiquettes in Line 3 is that the vertical bar of the "T" is directly 
beneath the third vertical bar of the "W." For Line 4 the "T" has been shifted slightly to the left so that 
its vertical bar is aimed at the right edge of the middle verticle bar of the "W." 

In Lines 7, 8, 9 and 10 the vertical bar of each "T" points directly at the bottom of the centre bar 
of the "W" above. 

We come now to the matter of the small type legend repeated beneath each rectangle. With its 
20 separate characters, identified above, repeated 50 times it was most probable that variations would 
occur. (Similar divergences are commonly found in studies of handset type designs among zemstvos). 

In the legends appearing in the top row, Nos. 1-5, no variations were observed. There is only a 
small ink spot, possibly due to a fleck of dust, in the "O" of the "AlO'' group of No. I. 

Line 2, Nos. 6-10, shows uniformly that the "C" of "(CT.)" is missing in each of its etiquettes. 
Line 3, Nos. 11-15, is the first of five lines to show in each etiquette (that means half of all on the sheet) 
an inverted "I" in the "AlO" groups. 

Lines 4 (Nos. 16-20) and 8 (Nos. 36-40) have etiquettes characterised by failure of the upper serif 
of the "l" in the" 158'" groups to print. This is apparently due to failure by the printer to provide enough 
spacing between the bottom rule of the rectangles and the small type legends. 

Some characteristics of the etiquettes in Line 5, Nos. 21-25, already have been mentioned above. 
In their small type legends, however, there are some additional points. Nos. 21 and 25 lack periods after 
the "CT" in "(CT.)." In No. 21 the upper portion of the "6" is lost because of inadequate spacing. 

Line 6, Nos. 26-30, (this is the "aviou" line) has some additional distinctions. First, as in Line 3, 
all of the etiquettes show the inverted "l." Second, Nos. 26 and 27 lack periods after the character "F' 
(Russian). 

Line 7, Nos. 31-35, again offers the inverted "I" in the "AlO'' group. In its No. 31 it shows a 
virtually solid black triangle as its "A." In the other four etiquettes of Line 7 there is only tiny spacing 
between the lower portions of the "A" legs. 

Line 8, Nos. 36-40, in addition to having the inverted "l" characteristic, also has inadequate spac
ing between the rectangle's bottom line and the small type legend with the result that upper portions of 
several characters, notably of the "158-28" group fail to print. The short dash in that group is lacking 
in Nos. 36-38, and shows only as a speck in Nos. 39 and 40. 

Line 9, Nos. 41-45 again offers the inverted "I." And, as in line 5, the period of the "(CT.)" group 
is lacking. In addition, the "C" of its "MC" group is of a font different from that of the "M." It is 
slightly larger and extends a bit below the bottom line of the "M." 

Line 10, Nos. 46-50, has a similar wrong font "C." Nos. 46 and 50 have the solid triangular "A" 
found in Line Ts No. 31. 

Since wrong fonts have come into the picture it might be added that the character "F" (Russian) 
in Lines 7 and 8 is distinguished in each instance by a cleft in the upper portion of the vertical stroke while 
all others are characterised by a top with serifs extending to either side or they appear as having blunt 
tops due to inadequate spacing. 

So much for the main typographical distinctions evident in the sheet's etiquettes. There remains 
one other unusual feature of the sheet itself. It is to be found in the gumming on the reverse side. The 
gum itself appears as a dried, yellowish glue covering most of the sheet except for irregular rectangular 
places coinciding with positions of the etiquettes on the obverse side. 

In these irregular rectangular places in what would correspond to the blank "background" of each 
etiquette no gum appears leaving just bare coarse paper. The irregular rectangles themselves, of course, 
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are located within the 50 spaces outlined by the intersecting perforation lines. It appears the glue adheres 
only to those places where there has been pressure from the printing of the etiquettes and also paradoxic
ally between each of the etiquettes. 

In the illustrations accompanying this article I have attempted to show Lines 5, 6 and 7. The 
latter contain the "avi on" and "aviou" errors respectively. The second illustration shows the gum form
ations on the reverse sides of Lines I, 2 and 3. The formations tend to beeome even more blurred further 
down the sheet. The dark spots in this illustration were formed by large drops of dried glue. 

MODERN SOVIET PERFORATION VARIETIES (V) 

A . S. Waugh 
Someday perhaps we shall come to the end of recording these Soviet stamps complete with mis

placed perforations or large pieces of imperforate edging, but I th ink not, because one of the latest issues 
has come along in this condition, the 20k. Silver Foil stamp issued for Cosmonauts Day in April 1965. 
This variety I list as No. 138 on Plate VII. Equally remarkable is the last specimen shewn in this current 
issue of the Journal, namely No. 154, which is the large size Rouble Space "stamp" issued in 1962 Imperf. 
Right. Most of the items shewn are again hitherto unrecorded, but others have been listed by our French 
friends in their Bulletin, and their now out of date 1956 Catalogue, but never before illustrated. It is 
also worth noting that this series has aroused considerable interest among collectors, and no doubt given 
a spurt to modern Soviet stamp collecting. 

In conclusion, members' attention should be drawn to stamps of the 1961 (new currency) definitives 
which can be found as lmperf. singles and also pairs lmperf. There is reason to believe that such speci
mens, while genuine and very expensive (about 2,500 per cent over face) may come from an illegal source. 
Certainly they have never been officially put on sale by the Soviet Ministry of Communications or the 
Philatelic Bureau. 

Continuing the numbering system from Journal No. 37, the stamps illustrated are as follows:-

PLATE SEVEN Illustration No. 
1935 Leo Tolstoy 20k. Vertical Block lmperf. between 119 
1935 Leo Tolstoy 3k. lmperforate Right. 120 
1938 Crimean Views 50k. Horizontal Pair lmperf. Between. 121 
1937 Moscow Metro. 30k. lmperforate Left. 122 
1939 Sanitoriums. IOk. Imperforate Top 123 
1939 Sanitoriums. 50k. lmperforate Top. 124 
1939 Exhibition. 80k. lmperforate Base. 125 
1939 Exhibition. 50k. Imperforate Base. 126 
1939 Lermontov. 30k. Vertical Pair lmperf. Base and Double perforation Between 127 
1939 Sanitoriums. 20k. Imperforate Left. 128 
1939 Exhibition 15k. Imperforate Left (Postally used) 129 
1946 Industrial Plan 20k. Vertical Pair lmperf. Between. 130 
1940 Reunion 30k. Imperforate Left. 131 
1936 Pushkin. 50k. Imperforate Top. 132 
1940 Timirazev. I0k. lmperforate Right. 133 
1940 Timirazev. 15k. lmperforate Top. 134 
1948 Definitive 20k. Brown (Photogravure) lmperf. Base 135 
1949 Women's Day. 40k. lmperforate Base. 136 
1958 Karl Marx. 1 R. lmperforate Base. 137 
1965 Cosmonauts' Day. 20k. Imperforate Base. 138 

PLATE EIGHT ll/11stratio11 No. 
1937 Aviation Series. 50k. Vertical pair lmperforate between. 139 
1946 Military Aircraft 5k. lmpcrforate top. 140 

1945 
1945 
1936 
1936 

(This variety occurs on both Violet and Purple stamps) 
Aviation series IR. (Fighter) lmperf. Top. 
Aviation series. lR. (Bomber) Imperforate Right. 
Pioneers. 3k. lmperforate Right. 
Pioneers. 2k. Imperforate Right. 
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1936 Pushkin 10k. lmperforate Base. 145 
1940 Tchaikovsky. 30k. lmperforate Base. 146 
1940 Tchaikovsky. 60k. lmperforate Base. 147 
1949 Peace Propaganda 40k. Imperf. Top. 148 
1958 Definitive 60k. (Recess Red) Imperforate Top. 149 
1938 Soviet Army 50k. Vertical Pair Imperf. Between. 150 
1946 Sanitoriums. 45k. lmperforate Left. 151 
1941 Industrial Series 50k. Imperf. Right. 152 
1945 Lenin. 50k. Imperforate Right. 153 
1962 Cosmonaut JR. Imperforate Right. 154 

OBITUARY 
H. BLAND 

We are very sorry to record that one of our senior members, Mr. H. Bland, of Goodmayes, Essex, 
passed away suddenly on 24th October, 1965. Of a quiet and friendly disposition, Mr. Bland was a keen 
supporter of our Society, and it was a real pleasure to see him, from time to time, at· our London meet
ings. He suffered serious injuries-we believe during World War I-but in spite of what must have been 
a considerable handicap, he was able to disregard his disabilities, and, in fact, died suddenly whilst work
ing in his garden. Mr. Bland collected Imperial and Soviet Russia on a general basis and possessed many 
desirable items. His cheeriness will be sadly missed in Russian stamp circles, and our sincere sympathy 
goes to his wife and family. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
Proof that increasing numbers of our Journal are finding their way to Russia and other Eastern 

European countries is provided by an interesting letter from Dr. N. V. Luchnik, of Obninsk who was 
particularly interested in the article on Transcaucasian Railway Cancellations written by P. T. Ashford 
in B.J.R.P. 18. Dr. Luchnik has a single circle datestamp, with date in three lines, reading "POCH
TOVII VAGON No. 96" with fig. "4" between solid lozenges at base of cancellation, dated 16 Feb. 1899. 
The figures "96" on this example (which were, of course, removable) are of a particularly large size, and 
clearly not the ones originally intended to be used. Dr. Luchnik agrees that the later single circle date
stamps, with the year split into two halves, are much scarcer. He records two of these, one with "2" 
at base. The other shows the route number of "96" in very much narrower figures than is generally 
seen. Of the oval postal wagon datestamps, our correspondent has script letters "z" (Route 95) and "k" 
(Route 96). Of Route 98, Dr. Luchnik has two examples of single circle cancellations, one with date 
in three lines (No. I) impressed in green-blue ink, and the other showing the split year type, with the roman 
numeral for month. For Route 230, the oval type with unrecorded script letter "d." In the original 
article Route 229 was mentioned as having an oval cancellation with capital "D"; on the example in Dr. 
Luchnik's collection, the "d" is not a capital, but it is in an unusual form which could be confused with 
a capital letter. Our reader also has a cancellation of this type with the town name spelt DZHULFY, 
but the script letter is unreadable. Finally, Dr. Luchnik has an example of the Stantsia cancellation 
BALADZHAR Y, in the same types as shown in figs. 28 and 29 of the original article. Mr. W. S. E. 
Stephen (Aberlour) was particularly interested in seeing the photographs of the Outstanding Covers in 
Journal 37 belonging to Kurt Adler and Michel Liphschutz. Mr. Stephen possessed a photograph of 
the s/s Mongoliya, taken, of all places, at Poole Harbour, Dorset, in the early I 930's. We were delighted 
to learn that he has now sent this on to Kurt Adler, which should complete a most interesting album page. 

Dr. R. Casey (Orpington, Kent) recently secured an interesting registered cover from Bukhara 
to Peshawar,franked on the reverse by two 10k. stamps, which could be either S.G. 56 or 70. The stamps 
are cancelled by the single circle datestamp "I BUKHARA I TELEG. KONT" and dated 11 Nov. 1893 
(type with year split into two halves). A further strike of the same cancellation is dated 13.11.1893. The 
Peshawar backstamp is dated 27 Dec. 1893. What particularly intrigues Dr. Casey is a further back
stamp in English: "SEA POST OFFICE B De. 18.93." Researches on the sea-post side establish that 
the letter did not go via the Persian Gulf, as first thought, but via Aden. This would certainly seem to 
be the case, as these datestamps were evidently used on mailships traversing the Indian Ocean. Our 
congratulations to Dr. Casey on securing such an interesting cover. 
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A letter from Dr. V. Stoyanoff (Russe, Bulgaria) encloses an interesting card showing views taken 
at the Gallipoli camp of the Wrangel Army, one of which clearly shows the exceptionally tall figure of 
General Wrangel. Dr. Stoyanoff sends three examples of Russian stamps cancelled by the "Bulgarian 
Star" (described in "Used Abroad Chronicle-VI'' B..1.R.P. 33 (by Mr. S. D. Tchilinghirian)). The 
values are 7k. and !Ok. Romanov issue, and 2k. Arms type surcharged 10 paras. for use in the Levant. 
Dr. Stoyanoff also shows us an Hungarian stamp similarly cancelled. These stamps are illustrated in 
the centre pages. 

Mr. H. Irrnann-Jacobsen (Oslo) sent us a copy of a postal forg,:ry of 7k., and Mr. H. G. L. Fletcher 
confirms that it is of exactly the same type as discussed and illustrated in B.J.R.P. 35. Mr. Fletcher was 
particularly interested to see the pseudo coarse intersecting chalk lines on the forgery, which is cancelled 
.... ANITSI PET .... 22.1.10. Dr. Alfred Wortman has shown us an interesting cover of 1935 from 
Herat, Afghanistan. Evidently for a very short period in 1935, mail from Afghanistan was allowed to 
be routed via Russia, although for political reasons the concession was not long lived. Dr. Wortman's 
cover is addressed to London from Herat, and is endorsed "Via Kushka, Moscow, London" in Russian. 
It is franked with 10, 15 and 50 Pul Afghan stamps cancelled Herat (date undecipherable), with a bi-lin
gual Kushka datestamp of 18.8.35, and Moscow (Foreign Post Office) 23.8.35. Very interesting! 

Mr. Fred W. Speers (Escondido, California) mentions that whilst looking through some old 
B.J.R.P.'s, he ran across No. 12, which showed a reportedly unique cover with the "Aerienue" error on 
the etiquette. Mr. Speers says he recently secured a similar cover but of a later date-17 September, 
1923. Mr. Herman M. Shenitz (Long Island City) writes a long and interesting letter about the vexed 
question of the transliteration of town names a_nd feels that the correct and reliable way of spelling geo
graphical names in English should follow the phonetic equivalents, rather than imitating the German 
spelling. Despite the fact that many names come to us in the German form, Mr. Shenitz feels that we 
must bear in mind that the German use of the Roman alphabet is quite at variance with the English, 
resulting in different spelling. We must take this into account when we strive to arrive at proper phonetic 
equivalents. 

Mr. Alex Droar (Surbiton), our President this year, has two outstanding finds to report. Firstly 
he reports a fantastic Russia No. 1 (adhesive only) cancelled in blue, with also a pen cross, on the first 
day of issue! The two line cancellation reads "MOSKVA/1857 I YANV." It seems clear that there 
is an error in the year of the cancellation which must be 1858. Mr. Drm>.r has had the item expertised 
and it has been recorded as genuine. We hope he will hav•.! this unusual item photographed so that we 
can reproduce it in a forthcoming Journal. A second ·item reported is a 3k. Romanov Postal Stationery 
card cancelled with the oval "KHARBIN-263-VLADIVOSTOK" dated 12.2.13, and with a double circle 
"IMY ANPO-ST.KIT.VOST.ZHE.D" (IMYANPO-STANTSIA (Station) CHINESE EASTERN RAIL
WAY) dated 21.2.13 along'>ide. Mr. J. R. Homersham (Hull, Yorks) has a query concerning a Shad
rinsk Zemstvo, of Type 2 issue (1871 ?-1878). Several years ago he secured a piece, about 2ins. x 2½ins. 
in size, cut from the middle of the back (the stamp sealing the flap) of a cover, franked with a 5k. value 
•of Shradrinsk Type 2 issue, printed in black (or dark grey) on 1•ertically laid paper. The stamp has huge 
margins, some 8-11 mm., and, coming to the crux of the problem, is clearly postmarked in violet (38mm. 
circular cancellation) SHADRINSK, 1st DEC. 1870. Mr. Homersham has a copy of Chuchin No. 2 
(5k. metal-grey on horizontally laid paper, and the only difference between it and the copy on piece is in 
the colour, and the fact that one is on vertically laid and one on horiz. laid paper. Both papers appear 
to be identical, coarse, thick and greyish. Mr. Homersham asks if readers can help him identify the 
stamp. Is it a trial printing for the 1871 issue used unofficially before the date of issue? Or is it a simple 
matter of the wrong date being used in the cancellation? (But surely not in December?). And how does 
the stamp come to be printed on vert. laid paper? 

Dr. R. Casey also recently advised us that he had secured an unusual item, b-::ing a cover from 
the Empress Alexandra Theodorovna to His Honour Baron Arkadi Pavlovitch Pritvitsch, Askhabad, 
Transcaspian Oblast. The cover has no postage stamp, but is sealed with a red circular stamp bearing 
the royal arms and inscribed as from the Chancellery of Her Majesty Alexandra Theodorovna. The 
letter left St. Petersburg on 18.2.10 and reached Askhabad 25.2.10. The backstamp reads ASKHABAD 
No. 2 with the date. However, the cover is accompanied by a kind of certificate of posting and arrival, 
initialled at St. Petersburg by the Empress's Secretary and by some unknown person at Askhabad. A 
-double circle datestamp ASKHABAD ZAKASP. OBL. "b" POCHT. TEL. KONT 25.2.10. 

Members of the Society should not forget the benefits of our Library, and Mr. E. C. Combridge 
(our Hon. Librarian) will be pleased to help in any way possible. (His address can be found on page 2 
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of the Journal) . . In particular, Mr. Combridge reminds us that Lt.-Col. F. M. Bailey's interesting book 
"Mission to Tashkent" is available for loan, a most fascinating account of Col. Bailey's almost unbeliev
able adventures in Turkestan after the setting up of the Bolshevik regime there. Another fine book which 
is available is "The Adventures of Duristerforce" by Major-General L. C. Dunsterville, which deals with 
the expedition through North Persia to Baku in 1918. Not only is the subject a fascinating one, but 
Dunsterville's entertaining and able style of writing makes the book thoroughly readable. The Library 
also boasts of many other philatelic and historical works, including a complete run of B.J.R.P., Atlases, 
etc. Members are required to pay return postages on items loaned, but due to postal delays, it is 
regretted that books cannot be sent to overseas members. 

Mr. Melvin M. Kessler (Yorba Linda, Calif.) informs us that he recently acquired three of the 
Siberian stamps of the Nikolaevsk issue with boxed overprints. Two of them are cancelled NIKOL
A YEV. Mr. Kessler is anxious to obtain further information about the issue, and would be pleased to 
hear from any member who can help. (His address is 4581 Boeing Avenue, Yorba Linda, California, 
U.S.A. 92686.) Mr. Kessler found the articles on the "Three Solid Triangle" Expeditsiya postmarks, 
printed in B.J.R.P. 37 of interest, since he has some covers bearing similar postmarks from Tashkent 
and Irkutsk. Our member has four Tashkent covers (circa. 1923/4) bearing these markings, although 
as the dates on some of them are illegible, we cannot be sure that a delay of transmission has resulted, 
although this seems to have been the case. On the Irkutsk cover, the Ekspeditsiya marking is the 
same date (8.10.23) as the regular cancellation obliterating the stamps. As Mr. Kessler points out, this 
may indicate that the "check" was made the same day in this case. 

REVIEWS OF NEW LITERATURE 

The Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian Philately. No. 69. 1965. Edited by Dr. G. B. Salisbury, 49th 
and Locust Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. 19139, U.S.A. 69 pages and 6 other pages of illustrations. 

With the issue of No. 69, Dr. Gregory Salisbury has successfully launched no less than 25 issues 
of "Rossica" since he pioneered the American edition and all collectors of Russia are in his debt. The 
work ofR. A. Sklarevski and V. A. Kurba'i should not be forgotten, nor other members of Rossica's Edit
orial Board. Bravo! 

No. 69 keeps up the splendid standard of previous editions, and articles include ''An ·unrecorded 
Money Letter sent Through the Russian Fieldpost in 1877/78" by D. N. Minchev; "Documents of 
Troubled Times" by Major A. Prado; "The 1939 Stamp of the Carpatho-Ukraine" by Vikter Indra, 
which is a fascinating account of an issue made just prior to World War II; a first instalment of "The 
Trans-Siberian Postal Route" by Henri Trisant; some Postmc:1.rk details from Dr. A. H. Wortman; a 
further chapter of the serial by N. I. Sokolov (trans. Kurt Adler) "The Transmission of Mails on Steamers 
in Russia"; "The Mysterious 'K. P.' Handstamp used in Riga in 1810-1857" by Dr. C. de Stackelberg; 
three interesting translations (by C. P. Bulak) from the Schmidt and Faberge classic (1908-1916) "Die 
Postwertzeichnen der Russischen Landshhaftsaemptcr"; "Notes about the Russian Post Offices in Rum
ania" by Kurt Adler; Cliff Handford writes interestingly on the M. V. Liphschutz article on Zemstvos, 
which appeared in the previous issue; Chapter IX of "The Ancient Russian Posts" by Maria Nikola~vna 
Vitashevskaya; and this reviewer never believed an article on Russian coins could be as interesting as 
"On the Track of a Rare Coin" by I. G. Spasskii; "The Paper Money of Blagoveshchensk and Territory 
of Amur, 1917 and 1918" by M. M. Bykov; as well as the usual features "Notes from Collectors," "Book 
Reviews," and "Life of the Society." 

.. SO VIETS Kl/ KOLLEKTSIONER N.3. 1965"' ("The S01·iet Collector, No. 3 for 1965"). A paper back 
issued by the Moscow City Collc?ctors· Society and published by the "S1·yaz"' Publishing House in an edition 
of 15,000 copies. 176pp , price I Rouble (in Russian). 

The third number of "The Soviet Collector" is just to hand with another series of articles of inter
est to the collector of Russia. U. Parmenov writes on early Soviet stamps; V. Karlinskii on stamps bear
ing a portrait of V. I. Lenin; whilst another "thematic" article is contributed by A. Vigilev on buildings of 
Moscow as they appear on stamps; and a general article on the Zemstvo post and its stamps has been 
written by D. Karatchun. The collector who contributed such fine articles in the first two issues of the 
journal, S. Blekhman ha~ contributed an interesting mi"scellany to No. 3, which includes notes on early 
postal stationery and stamps of lmperial Russia, mention being made of the bogus Bukhara stamps (with 
illustration) written up in B.J.R.P. this month, notes on a Nizhgorod Fair cancellation of 1865, and some 
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fascinating facsimiles of the front pages of early Russian philatelic magazines, catalogues and price lists. 
Other contributions include Soviet Special Cancellations for 1964 by V. Yakobs; and a series of articles 
on coins and medals, as well as a contribution about a currency series issued at Armavir, in 1918, and 
another on the paper money of Tannu-Tuva. Most other articles are of less interest to the philatelist, 
although a list of philatelic literature published in Russia has been included, compiled by S. Babintsev, 
which could be very useful, and deserves careful scrutiny. This reviewer was amazed to learn, for 
~xample, that a stamp catalogue for collectors was published in Tiflis in 1911, 1912, and 1913 by a man 
named A. Yargulov. Some details are given of the exhibition put on jointly by the French Cercle, and 
the Moscow Society, last year, and we notice several French friends pictured in the accompanying illus
trations. 

Other magazines received include the latest edition of .. France-U.R.S .S . Philatelie" (Le Timbre 
Sovietique) No. 8, October 1965, which is the organ of the Cercle Philatelique France-U.R.S.S. A good 
deal of the issue is taken up by a description of the Moscow Exhibition, and it is evident that our French 
-colleagues had a fine time. Details are given of the exhibits made both by French and Russian philatelists, 
although we notice that medals were given on a very diplomatic basis, scores being just 50-50! Henri 
Tristant writes some interesting notes on the Trans-Siberian postal route, whilst there are the regular 
-columns on Soviet Varieties, new issues of U.S.S.R. and France, Society News, etc. Three issues of 
"Journal of Chinese Philately" have come in recently (No. 119, Aug. 1965; No. 120, Oct. 1965; and No. 
121 , Dec. ·1965). Although there are no articles of special interest to the collector of Rus<;ia, the high 
standard of this Journal is well maintained, and is a .. must"' for anyone whose interest in stamps strays 
-over the border to China. 

We should like to mention a number of most valuable articles that have recently appeared in more 
general philatelic magazines. Firstly, two parts of a fine article he.ve appeared in "The London Philat
elist" (No. 876, December 1965, and No. 877, January 1966) from the pen of our good friend Dr. A. H. 
Wortman. In actual fact, the series will be concluded in a further issue, and in essence are a comment
ary on the display Dr. Wortman gave in January 1964 to the Royal Philatelic Society, called "Russia ; 
Covers and Cancellations 1773-1923." The article is well illustrated, although we thought the gener
ous half tone blocks tended to be muzzy, possibly due to the matt paper on which they were printed. 
Even so, we are treated to the sight of some of Alfred's "plums" including a 1773 ST. PETERSBOVRG 
cover; a fine ODESSA pre stamp showing a double circle cancellation of that city d<1ted 4 Feb. 1827; 
a further ddessa cover of 1846 bearing a cachet of the Odessa Quarantine; a nice 20k. envelope with 
"wide-tailed" eagle, used from Rybinsk 17 June 1857, and an 1858 10k. imperf. nicely used on cover from 
Kovno (circular dots 19 postmark). The second portion (in No. 877) continues the interesting comment
ary of material shown, and includes illustrations of a fine cover addressed to Nizhni Novgorod Fair in 
1861, with a !Ok. perf. cancelled with a hexagonal dots postmark " I" with corresponding single circle 
postmark of the Nikolaevsky Railway, St. Petersburg; another cover, this time of 1876 with Arms type 
stamps cancened by the truncated triangular dots type No. 22 (Vysokolitov~k) ; and one combination 
cover bearing Russian and Greek stamps sent in 1865 from Taganrog to Syra. A final illustration shows 
a framed marking "NEDOSTATOCHNO FRANKIROVANO" ("Insufficiently Franked" ) on cover 
from Moscow in 1873. We look forward to the final instalment of this series, and warmly recommend 
these issues of the "L. P." to members. "Stamp Collecting'" of 29th October, 1965, contained an inter
esting article by our member M. A. Bojanowicz called "Forgeries and Fakes of Poland No. I" and read
ers who collect Poland will find this contribution by an acknowledged expert of great value. Of special 
interest are the illustrations and notes of faked postmarks. P. T. Ashford concluded a two-part study 
on the stamps of Georgia in the Oct./Dec. 1965 number of "The Philatelic Journal of Great Britain," 
whilst the July-Aug. 1965 issue of "T.P.O." (the official magazine of the T.P.O. and Seapost Society) 
conta ined some useful notes on "The T.P.O.'s of Latvia 1938-1940 "by J.P. Visser. 

Mr. A. J. Brown, who edits the Newsletter of the Forces Postal History Society, has recently shown 
us some back issues of this fine publication, and we note that in No. 60, a note appears 
about a series of covers sent from U.S.S.R. by a British Army Sergeant accompanying British tanks which 
were sent to Russia during World War II. In Newsletter No. 62 is reproduced the article on Russian 
troops in France 1916-17, which originally appeared in the Rossica Journal; whilst John Barry's article 
on "The Belgian Armoured Car Division in Russia 1914-18" is printed in Newsletter No. 63 (originally 
printed in B.J.R.P. for Dec. 1956). Newsletters Nos. 64, 65 and 66 contain some valuable notes on 
.. Allied Forces in Siberia 1918-20." 
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A COLLECTOR'S CALENDAR 
P. T. Ashford 

The production of this issue of the Journal has been even more of a scramble than usual since, 
as readers may have noticed from the address on the title page, the Editor is in the process of moving 
from Warminster back to Bristol, and as from 16th March, 1966 his address will be Robins Bush, Sixty 
Acre Close, Failand, Bristol. Would correspondents please note this new address since the writer would 
not wish letters,-or even worse-philatelic items, to go astray. 

Our worthy Secretary, John Lloyd, has a number of back issues of B.J.R.P. which are available 
for purchase, but mostly restricted to the issues since 1962. Members requiring these issues are advised 
to contact John at the address shown on page 2. Copies of earlier issues are more difficult to come by, 
as Mr. Herman Shenitz has found. Mr. Shenitz badly needs Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and No. 13 to complete 
his file and would appreciate offers, with price required. His address is 31-15 33rd Street, Long Island 
City, New York 11106, U.S.A. Whilst the Editor was clearing up prior to removal, he found a box con
taining back issues of the B.S.R.P. Bulletin, which ran to six issues, and covered mainly domestic Society 
items. For members who would like these issues, he will send as many as remain available, together 
with a copy of the Russian railway map, prepared by the late W. E. Kethro, post free for 5/-(U.S. members 
please just send a one dollar bill). Proceeds for Society Funds. 

Allan Waugh sends us two interesting photographs which are reproduced in the centre pages. For 
those readers who missed viewing the largest Russian stamp ever printed, we show the specimen as it 
appeared outside the Bath (Green Park) Railway" Station, during the third week of November last. 
Approximately 4 feet by 2 feet (difficult to measure with accuracy in the absence of a ladder!) it faithfully 
reproduces the 2 kop. value honouring Richard Sorge, who, as an intelligence agent in Japan during 
World War II, successfully operated in the guise of a member of the Nazi colony in Tokyo. The poster, 
printed in Britain, shows a full colour copy of the stamp issued on 6th March 1965, which was designed 
by P. Bendel, and was meant to publicise a series of articles appearing in the Sunday Telegraph newspaper. 
Unfortunately the designer of the poster made a couple of mistakes in "C.T.O-ing" his copy, firstly in 
date, and secondly in a hardly recognisable "MOCKBA."' He ought to have left it mint! 

Edward Newman (Fareham) sends us an interesting cutting from the Portsmouth Evening News 
describing the exploits of an armoured train manned by Royal Marines, mainly from the Portsmouth 
area, which ran right from Vladivostok to Ufa in 1918. ln their return to Vladivostok, with the retreat
ing White Armies the Marines survived many hair-raising experiences, taking 52 days to complete the 
return journey. It all makes us feel like devoting some space to the "Siberian Adventure" in a forth
coming Journal, in much the same way as we covered the North Russian Campaign last year. 

Mr. W. S. E. Stephen (Aberlour) mentions in a letter that Dr. N. V. Luchnik (Obninsk, U.S.S.R.} 
has been kind enough to send to Scotland a copy of the Imperial Russian Registry of Shipping for 1917. 
Bill Stephen tells us this will be a godsend in solving many problems relating to vessels registered with 
the Russian authorities prior to World War I. Regrettably the book is very fragile and therefore it can
not be posted or loaned to readers, but Mr. Stephen (94 High Street, Aberlour, Banffshire, Scotland) 
will be pleased to help with any queries. The Registry includes full details of shipping on the Caspian 
Sea, so that several mysteries from that area, which have been simmering for years, now stand a chance 
of being solved. 

AUCTION NOTES 
W. S. E. Stephen 

One feels very sad when the collection of a close friend comes up for dispersal at auction, but when 
two such collections appear at sales within a matter of a few days, the feeling of melancholy is doubly 
felt. Such was the feeling of this writer in September of last year when the collection formed by W. H. 
H. Huddy was sold at H. R. Harmer Ltd., London on September 22, 1965, to be followed by that of the 
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late John Barry at Robson Lowe Ltd., of London on September 28, 1965. Mr. Huddy, our treasurer 
Jor so many years is fortunately still with us, although it must have been a severe wrench parting with his 
beloved treasures providing him with so much pleasure over many years. Alas, "tempus fugit," and 
failing health and eyesight can impair the keen enjoyment felt when the collection was in course of 
formation. , 

The more important single items from these not:.bl..: coik-ctions a,·c IistcJ her.:.under:-

H. R. Harmer Ltd., September 22, 1965 
I 858 Imperf. 10k. blue and brown 

Lot 585 Very fine on small piece, cancelled "239"' in dots 
591 Fine used with straight, complete "MITAVA" pmk. 

£52 10 0 
£44 

599 Fine pair with margins all round on small piece, pen cancelled £52 10 0 
603 Very fine on outer letter-sheet with small straight cancellation (SUMI), and date 

in manuscript 
608 Two fine pairs (vertical) used on folded envelope, lightly pen-cancelled, very fine 

and unusual 
1858, perf. 14½, 15 

617 20k. orange and deep blue, very fine and well-centred, dated pmk. 
625 30k green and crimson, very fine, light dated pmk. 

1858, perf. 12½. 
628 20k., diagonal bisect on small piece, cancelled 'T' . in dotted circle. 

1866-75, Verti~lly laid pap~r. 
651 lk. black and yellow, variety imperf. and misplaced background, S.G.24b, 

fine appearance, but has defects. 
1875-82, Vertically laid paper. 

658 8k. carmine and grey, fine horizontal pair, part o.g. centred to top. 
1883-88 

666 14k. rose and blue, variety imperf., part o.g. with large margins on three sides. 
1889-94 

677 7k. deep blue, variety imperf., S.G.55c, part o.g. and with large margins, has 
small thin spot 

1902-04, Vertically laid paper 
689 3r.50 grey and black, variety centre inverted, S.G . 77a, used and off 

centre, faint crease 
691 7r. yellow and black, variety centre inverted, S.G .78b, large part o.g., centred 

to bottom 
693 1905, vertically laid paper 15k. blue and plum, variety centre inverted, S.G.79b, 

fine used 
1909-1912 

£110 

£230 

£38 
£46 

£32 

£22 

£82 10 0 

£30 

£44 

£190 

£260 

£130 

696 7k. light blue, variety imperf., S.G.97a, part o.g. pair 
Zemstvos 

£77 10 0 

722 BOGORODSK ; Used on envelope with Russian Levant !Ok., dated 1892 

729 Cover from Russian Mission at Addis Ababa, disinfected and franked Obock 50c. 
Russian China 

732 Native cover from Urga dated 1905 and franked Russia 7k., pair 
Russian Levant, 1863-66 

744 6k. blue, two shades, one part o.g. other unused, both fine 
1865-67 

£15 

£32 

£13 

£27 

759 (20k.) blue and rose, horizontal network. fine used on letter-sheet from Alexandria £70 
760 (20k.) blue and rose, horizontal network. used on outer letter-sheet £42 
764 1872 !Ok. with Zemstvo, Charkov 5k., on envelope, both tied and former has stain £ 16 
766 1876 "8" in black on l0k., fine used on letter-sheet from Constantinople to Moscow 

and tied by Odessa pmk. With "Royal" certificate. £80 
768 1879 "7" in black on !Ok., used on part cover from Constantinople and back-

stamped "T ABRIZ" £42 
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Robson Lowe Ltd., September 28, 1965 
Many of our readers will know the John Barry collection consisted of individual studies of the various 

issues from 1917 to date, and these were sold in mostly complete lots, including the many fine covers col
lected by him over this long period. His outstanding collection of postmaster provisionals were not 
included in this sale, and may be scheduled for a later auction. Hereunder is listed the outstanding single 
lots from this sale:-
Lot 561 1920 large part mon~y transfer order from Kharkov to Ludoslavl and charged 

1,000 roubles by five adhesives (20k) with Postmaster provisional overprint £8/10/-
562 1922 (Mar.) opened out cover from Kiev to Simferopol bearing 5k. postal saving 

bank stamp surchargs:d "7500R." at Kiev, undelivered and returned and marked 
"Postage Due 5000 roubles." £9/10/-

578 1922 (Aug.) Philately for the Children overprint perforated I k. to !Ok. unused and 
2k. to 10k. used, also 2k. to !Ok. used on postal stationery envelope and imper-
forate lk. unused (14). £27/10/-

585 1923 Charity stamp 4r. + 4r. on 5,000r. deep violet in silver, fine mint, small gum 
crease 

586 Ditto, fine used on small piece 
616 1932 50k. and lr. (perforated 10½) used on separate covers from the ice-breaker 

Malygui11 with special Russian triangular and German circular cachets in red (2). 
622 1933 (Nov.) Stratosphere record 5k. to 20k. fine mint. (3). 
629 1935 (Aug.) Moscow to San Francisco via North Pole flight lr. on 10k. sepia, fine 

mint. (1). 
635 Russian Levant: 1879 thin "7" in blue on 10k. rose carmine in green variety, "T' 

inverted. With Fulpius Certificate. (l). 

Other items of interest sold at auction are as follows:
Rigby Postal History Auctions Ltd., Bournemouth, May 3, 1965: 

Palestine: 1867 oval R.O.P.i.T. cancellation of Jaffa. 
A fantastic price for a Jaffa cover! 

September 11, 1965 : 
Russia: 1922 cover with Savings Bank adhesives 

H. R. Harmer Ltd., London, July 8, 1965: 
Russia: 1858 imperf. !Ok. cancelled "T" ( ?) in dots 

MEETING REPORTS 

£10/10/
£10/10/-

£18 
£11/10/0· 

£11 

£31 

£50 

£24 

£30 

The 91st and Annual General Meeting of the Society was held on the 9th October, 1965, at 41, 
Devonshire Place, London. Mr. Combridge presided, with 19 other members present Apologies for 
absence were reo:!ived from Messrs. Hansford, Tweedale, Knighton, Bull, Roberts, Cull, Bennison, Peedo 
and Prof. Black. 

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been confirmed, members stood in silence as a tri-
bute to our late Secretary, John Barry. 

The following applicants for membership were then elected. 
STAPLES, G. H., 86, Dickens Street, Peterborough (C.A.P.-M.U.). 
TANN, L., 18, Edgeworth Avenue, Hendon, London, N.W.4. (I. & F. to March 1917 and Italian 

stamps used in Jerusalem). 
GUEST, R., 35, Thornsett Road, Anerly, London, S.E. 20 (C.A.P.-M.U.-C.). 
Bustt, W. 0., "Lynwood," 48, Litherland Park, Liverpool 21 (B.-M.U.). 
AYER, M. A., 3009, 9th N.W., Alberquerque, N.M., U.S.A. (C.A.P.-Air Mail-M.U.). 
KOTLAR, A., 279, East 203rd Street, New York 58, U.S.A. 
M. DE BouTEILLER, 8 rue de Bagatelle, Neuilly sur Seine, France. (R.-U.S. to 1940). 
In his report the Secretary said that membership was still increasing, that new members for the 

year amounted to 21, and they had 194 on the books. A very healthy interest was taken in the activit
ies of the Society, both at home and abroad, particular praise being given to the Journal and its Editor, 
Mr. Ashford. 

The Secretary's letter notifying members of the Committee·s recommended proposals was success
ful in that over 20 replies were received giving their approval or otherwise, but all wished the Society every 
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·success in the coming year. 
Dates for the forthcoming meetings had been arranged to take place at 41, Devonshire Place on 

January 8th, 1966, this as usual would be devoted to the Annual Competitions for the Rose Bowl and 
the Buchanan Cup. On March 5th, Mr. Adgey-Ed~r has kindly promised to give a display of Mon
golia and the Far East. The third meeting of 1966 would be on the <oth June, programme to be arranged. 
Notification of new rules had been received from the Royal Philatelic Society regarding Study Circle 
and Society Meetings. 
Treasurer's Report 

In view of the reports from other meeting5 during the past year no doubt members will have 
gathered that the Society has been going downhill financially. 

The fact that this was not generally apparent was due to two factors. The first was the sale of the 
Roneo in 1963 for £105, which was taken into income and secondly a windfall of £74 received in con
nection with a lost Ex.change Packet. 

In September, 1963 the Bank Balance was £291. In September 1964 it was £263, a drop of £28, 
this statement including a sum of £22/15/7 in respect of subscriptions paid in advance, some up to 1968, 
thus showing a total loss for the year of £51. The loss this year was £ 123. 

At the same time, the Journal expenses have been rising as have most commodities and if we were 
to maintain the existing high standard of this publication, then the subscription had to be increased. 
Members would appreciate that, now we were nearly two hundred strong, to 90% the Journal was the 
Society and the Society was the Journal. 

For the year ending September, 1964, our net income from subscriptions was £180 and our mem
bership 180, i.e. £1 per member. The Journal cost £267, i.e. over £1/9/- per member. This last year 
the cost was even higher. 

The Committee felt that if a figure of £1/10/- p.a. was asked for, a further request for another 
increase would have to be made in the near future. 

After Mr. Eades' report a discussion followed. Mr. Handford suggested an invoice be sent out 
to non-paid-up members, but this was not adopted as Mr. Ashford pointed out that these members were 
notified of the lapse when the March Journal was despatched. 

Dr. Casey raised a point of grants from various Societies to the B.S.R.P. After a discussion of 
this suggestion he was asked to look further into this question and means of augmenting the annual 
income. 

Mr. Droar proposed the adoption of the accounts, Dr. Wortman seconded, and all agreed. Mr. 
Handford proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Eades, all present concurred. 
Exchange Packet Superintendent's Report 

There were ten packets put into circulation and there had been eleven broken up. Sales amounted 
to £770, showing a net profit of £63/11/11 to the Society. There were five packets still in circulation and 
two more to go out that month. After this, however, there was no more material available. Mr. Kella
way appealed to members for booklets and material. A vote of thanks was proposed by Mr. Ashford 
to Mr. Kellaway, this was supported by all. 
The Journal 

Mr. Ashford had very little to report. The last Journal published in March had been very well 
received and the October number would be sent out to members in about three weeks' time. This was 
•of a general nature and should be of interest to all. The meeting thanked Mr. Ashford and Mr. Allan 
Waugh for their efforts. 
The Librarian's Report 

In his report Mr. Combridge appealed for the care of books and Journals, particularly the back 
numbers of the B.S.R.P. Journal, of which there was two complete sets in the Society"s Library. He 
also asked members to return books very promptly as there was a waiting list for some. A suggestion 
from the meeting was that at intervals the Librarian should highlight books of particular interest, either 
in the report or in the Journal. 
Proposal to Increase the Annual Subscription 

This was discussed at great length and after perusing the Statement and hearing Mr. Eades ex.plain 
at great pains how the Society was at present -running at a loss, members understood that a very sub
stantial increase in subscription was necessary. Mr. Eades therefore proposed that this be 
raised to £2/2/-. This was unanimously agreed to by all present. In letters to the Secretary 95 % 
ex.pressed agreement to the £2/2/- annual subscription. 
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Amendment to Rule 2 
This was also very much open for discussion and the Secretary told the meeting that from letters 

received fifteen indicated their wish that Philatelic Traders should be allowed to see the Packet, but after 
non-trading collectors. Only three dissensions were recorded. The Committee's recommended pro
posal that "Philatelic Traders would in future be allowed to see the Packet after non-trading collectors" 
was seconded by Mr. Joseph and on a show of hands was agreed. 
Election of Officers 

Mr. Combridge thanked all Officers and Committee Members for their co-operation, before vacat
ing the chair to Mr. Droar, who succeeded him as President for the year 1965-1966. Mr. C. C. Hand
ford then proposed Mr. Eades as Vice-President, this b,~ing seconded by Dr. Wortman and unanimously 
agreed to by all members present. Our new President, Mr. Droar proposed that the officers, and mem
bers of the Committee, be re-elected en bloc. All were in agreement, with in addition, Dr. Casey to be 
co-opted to the Committee. Mr. Ashford proposed that Mr. Joseph be re-elected Auditor, this was 
agreed, and all passed a hearty vote of thanks to him for his work on the accounts. 
Any Other Business 

Mr. Eric Peel gave an account of the display put on by Mr. Pritt and himself on behalf of B.S.R.P. 
at the Hounslow Philatelic Society's Meeting. Their efforts were very much appreciated by the Houn
slow members. 

Mr. Eades announced that Mr. Speers would be over from the U.S.A. early next year and he hoped 
to meet as many members as possible. It was suggested that a meeting be arranged in his honour. 

Mr. Ashford asked members to bear in mind that next year would be the 30th Anniversary of the 
Society's formation. He asked that the next Committee meeting discuss and perhaps recommend some 
form of commemoration. 

After business, members displayed Pre-Stamp material and a few had brought along some queries 
for discussion and elucidation. Mr. A. Droar, Mr. C.C. Handford, Dr. A. H. Wortman, Mr. E. C. Com
bridge, Mr. E. G. Peel, and Mr. P. T. Ashford all showed many items of interest. Items from Dr. Wort
man's display included early covers from PERNOV, RIGA, MITAU, HILCHENSFEHR, DOBLEN, 
BERDIANSK, TAGANROG, WARSAW-ST. PETERSBURG RAILWAY, KUOPIO (Finland), and 
BAKU. Mr. E. C. Combridge's showing included items from REVAL, RIGA and DORPAT, whilst 
Mr. Peers selection covered ST. PETERSBURG (straight-line); DERPT, PERNOV, MITAU 'KOVNO 
DESPATCHED: KISHINEV, ZHITOMIR, WALCK, RIGA, RIGA-DINABURG RAILWAY, 
PROSKUROV, and VILNA. Messrs. Droar, Handford and Ashford also contributed fine material 
to complete an excellently combined display. 

The 92nd meeting of the Society was held on 8th of January, 1966 at 41, Devonshire Place, W.I. 
Mr. Droar, our President was in the chair with 19 other members present and one visitor, Mr. Vander
velde. Apologies for absence were received from Messrs. Handford, Tann,Ashford, Combridge and Peedo. 

Before the business of the meeting began members stoorl in silence as a tribute to our late member, 
Mr. Bland, of Goodmayes, Essex, who died suddenly at home on 24th October. 

The minutes of the last meeting having been circulated to all members it was proposed that there 
be accepted as read and were then confirmed. 

Two items arising from these minutes were (l) Mr. Ashford's proposal that the committee discuss 
and perhaps recommend some form of commemoration on the occasion of the Society's 30th Anniver
sary; (2) Mr. Eades· announcement at our last meeting, that Mr. Fred Speers, our American member, 
would be visiting the U.K. early this year, and suggesting that a meeting be arranged in his honour. 

The Committee discussed these two proposals at some length and the Secretary was asked to con
tact Mr. Speers with a view to finding out the date of his visit. Once this date was known, it was pro
posed that a special meeting be arranged if possible, so that both, Mr. Speers' visit and the Anniversary 
be celebrated at the same time. 

The Secretary thc.n asked that the following applicants for membership be elected:
MR. D. W. Voovs, P.O. Box 187, New York 13317, U.S.A. Interest; General. 
MR. B. H. EVANS, 58, Bradbourne Road, Leicester. Interest, Civil War mainly. 
MR. R. AYRE, 7, Shafto Way, Newton Aycliffe, Co. Durham. 
With very little to report the Secretary then told the meeting, that like B.S.R.P., the American 

Rossika Society's annual subscription had been raised from 3 to 5 Dollars (approx. £1/15/-) and that it 
was hoped to improve the Journal by printing it by typography. 
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Packet Superintendent's Report 
Since the last meeting three packets to the value of £650 had been put into circulation. Three 

packets had been broken up to the value of £135. There was at present a shortage of material in the 
following categories : Zemstvos, Ukraine, Armies, C-:ucasus and Im:-:-erial. 

Mr. Kellaway then went on to say that th.:: ln~.1ra:1ec comµany h::~. ui·,fc,;·,una~.;.;y, had to increase 
the rates and that various means were being considered to make this burden easier. The meeting dis
cussed Mr. Kellaway's report and suggestions were put forw2.rd for consideration. The report being 
accepted, a vote of thanks to Mr. Kellaway was proposed by Dr. Wortman, all concurred. Dr. Casey 
told the meeting that he was pursuing his inquiries into the question of grants to the Society. 

There being no other business the meeting closed, after which members displayed their entries 
for the Competition, the Stibbe Bowl being awarded for research and the Buchanan Cup for a display 
of general interest. ln the summing up of the results to these: competitions, the judges said that although 
there was not a great number of entries, all were of a very high standard and difficult 
to place for the awards. After much deliberation, the Rose Bowl was awarded to Dr. R. Ceresa, for 
his display of the Revolutionary Period. The Buchanan Cup was awarded to Dr. Casey's material 
.. Russian Post Offices." The judges were Messrs. Osi and Leeland. 

·THE ZEMSTVO GAZETTEER (continued) 

Fred W. Speers 

Done6· (Territory of the Don Cossacks) 
Stamp Issuing Period: 1879. 

Donets, which lies in the heart of the coal-rich Donets river basin, is about 50 miles north-easterly 
of Cherkassk and about the same distance southerly of Kamenskaya, chief town of the district from v.hich 
Donets took its name. Donets, whose population in 1897 was about 8,000 at first was an agricultural 
centre with cereal grains being the principal crops. Later when development of the coal deposits became 
important the city supplied workers for the mines. 

Stamps: Donets issued only one series of stamps which appeared during the same year-1879-
as did the Cherkassk stamp. They appeared in two values-½ and 5 kopecks. Both were lithographed 
and inperforate, the former in brown and the latter in dull, greyish blue. As was the case in the Cher
kassk stamp design, the figures of value appear in each of the four corners of the rectangular design and 
a crown surmounts the word "MAPKA" (stamp} in the centre, but in the case of the Donets design the 
centre part is enclosed in an oval. Chuchin says that the issuance of stamps was stopped in 1890 but no 
authority, including Chuchin, gives any date other than 1879 when Qonets stamps were issued. 

Rostov (Territory of the Don Cossacks) 
Stamp issuing Period: 1871-1892. 

Rostov (sometimes known as Rostov-on-Don to distinguish it from Rostov the Great, 160 miles 
north of Moscow) is located on the Don river 13 miles north-east of its mouth where it drains into the Sea 
-of Azov. Taganrog, located at the mouth, is Rostov·s port city. As a commercial city of South Russia, 
Rostov is second only to Odessa. Rostov is the chief source of agricultural machinery for south-east 
Russia which it imports and then distributes. Chief exports of the city are barley, oats, rye, flax, veget
able oils and caviar. Its manufacturies include shipbuilding yards, distilleries, soap works, paper mills 
and steam flour mills. 

Rostov·s population in 1881 was 70,700, consisting of Cossacks, Armenians, Jews, Tatars, and 
Germans. Two great fairs were held annually. Early morning market activity on its broad streets was 
feature of its life in this era. Because the Sea of Azov is frozen over about a third of each year, the city 
of Novorossisk, 275 miles south-west on the north-east coast of the Black Sea, became its outlet during 
the winter months. Three main rail lines radiate out from Rostov-one to the north-west Russia, another 
to the Volga region and one to the Caucasus and Novorossisk. 

Rostov developed from a small fort established in 1731 on the Don. 
Stamps: Rostov had six principal issues of stamps appearing in three designs. All were 5 kop

ecks in value until 1888 when only 2 kopeck values were issued. Each design featured the figure of value 
in each corner and all were lithographed in blues of various shades. The first design was rectangular 
with an oval enclosing six lines of lettered inscription. The second and third designs enclosed a coat-of-
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arms encircled by the lettered inscription. Chief difference between the second and third designs was 
the addition in the latter of the value in l~ttering ~eneath the coat-of-arms. 

TULA GOVERNMENT 
(Four zemstvo-issuing cities: Chern, Kashira, Krapivna, and Tula). 
Periods ofzemstvo activity within government: 1870-75, 1888, 1907. 

Tula, a government of central Russia, is bounded by those of Moscow, Ryazan, Tambov, Ore! 
and Kaluga. A g,~ntly sloping plateau running from southwest to northeast crosses the government 
separating the drainage basins of the Oka, a tributary of the Volga. on the north and of the Don on the 
south. The weather is severe with extremes of heat and cold. 

Area: 11,950 square miles. Population (1906): 1,662,600. 
With all but 2.4 per cent of the government's land suited for cultivation, agriculture is the chief 

occupation. Principal crops are rye, oats, barley and potatoes. There are some forested and brown 
coal areas found in the south central part of the government below the Oka. In the villages and towns 
were developed petty trades such as the making of brass wares, tea urns, harmoniums, etc. 

Historically, Slavs had occupied the "land of the Oka .. since the dawn of the Christian era and 
were forced to pay tribute to the Khazars to the east. By the 14th century, the territory came under the 
domination of the duchy of Chernigov, capital of the Ukraine to the southwest. Then for about a cen
tury it was divided between the rule of Ryazan from the east, Moscow from the north and Lithuania from 
the west until the 15th century when Moscow emerged as the dominant power. 

The government was divided into 12 districts, chief towns of four of which were those mentioned 
above as having issued zemstvo stamps. Chief towns of the other districts were Bogoroditsk, Alexin, 
Byelev, Epifan, Efremov, Novosil, Odoyev, and Venev. 

Chern (Tula Government) 
Stamp Issuing Period: 1871-1875. 

Chern, chief town of its district, is located in the southwest section of the oblast on the Bogorod
itsk-Orel railway, a few miles north-east of the Zusha river. Chern was an agricultural community, bene
fiting from the rich black soil (chernozem) of the locality. Grains and potatoes were the chief crops. 
There was a small flour mill in the town whose population in 1875 was about 3,500. Small scale mining 
of coal began in this region about this time. 

Stamps: Chern used but one design hand stamped in several emissions. The rectangular design, 
measuring 25 by 31 mm, shows lettering on the four sides. This surrounds a coat of arms topped by a 
crown. The field of the coat of arms is divided horizontally by a wavy ribbon above and below which 
are shocks of grain. Three kopecks was the only value issued. The stamps were imperforate. Differ
ences between Chern's various emissions are determined by colour of the ink (black, greenish blue or 
blue) or of the paper (thin white cardboard, thick yellowish, thick white, quadrille and batonne). Reprints 
also were issued, but these are even more blurred than the coarse printing of the originals. Schmidt 
notes the issuance of a circular seal with the same coat of arms as having preceded the community's first 
zemstvo stamp. 

Kashira (Tula Government) 
Stamp Issuing Period: 1907. 

Kashira is located in the extreme northern section of the go\'ernment about 50 miles north north
east of Tula and about 65 miles south of Moscow. It is on a rail line leading to Moscow and lines from 
Tula and Venev join at Kashira. Located on the Oka river, Kashira also is situated in a marshy peat 
bog area. The peat provided a convenient fuel for small iron foundries . Petty domestic trades included 
some pottery work. Its population in 1900 was about 5,000. 

Stamps: Kashira, last of the Tula cities to issue zemstvo stamps, had but one issue. This was 
a St. Petersburg "key plate" issue of the Ardatov type and 10,500 were printed, according to Schmidt. 
They were of 2 kopecks value and appeared in blue. The coat of arms in the centre shows a cross in the 
upper part of the field and in the lower portion a heraldic form of fowl which some
what resembles a wyvern. 
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Krapfr11a (Tula Government) 
Stamp Issuing Period: 1870-1872. 

Krapivna is located in the central section of the Tula Government about 26 miles southwest of 
the city of Tula. Krapivna is located on the Upa river where it swings into a northerly direction and 
is joined by a small tributary. Krapivna, located in the grain and potato growing belt of the government, 
was a community of about 3,800 population in 1870. 

Stamps: Krapivna, first of the Tula communities to issue zemstvo stamps, used only one design 
as did the other three during their briefzemstvo periods. Krapivna·s design, a rectangula. one meast:ring 
20 by 26 mm .. shows the figure "3" (for its value of 3 kopecks) in each corner with those in the upper 
two corners being inverted. A coat of arms surmounted by a crown occupies the centre of the design 
and it is flanked at the sides and above by a lettered inscription. Below the coat of arms is space for 
numbering by hand. Various shades of blue ink were used in the hand stamping of Krapivna's stamps 
while the numbering was done by pen using the black writing ink. Krapivna's stamps were hand
stamped one at a time on large sheets which at first had 120 stamps in 12 rows of 10 and later 180 in 
20 rows of 9. The lettering and numbering were such that any stamp of the district can be specifically 
allocated to its sheet and its position within the sheet. 

Tula (Tula Government) 
Stamp Issuing Period: 1888. 

Tula, capital of the government which takes its name, lies in the valley of the Upa in the north 
central section of the oblast. It is the first stop on the Moscow-Crimea railway. Tula, which in 1882 
had a population of 63,500, owes its industrial growth to the making of arms which was started in 1595 
by the establishment of a rifle and gun factory by Boris Godunov. Additional arms factories were built 
in the early 18th century by Peter the Great and the Tsar Michael Alexis. In addition, the city gained 
fame for its making of samovars, black-enamelled silverware and various small articles of steel, copper, 
iron. lead or silver. A 19th century traveller noted that tourists also acclaimed Tula for the quality of 
gingerbread made there. 

Tula was first mentioned in the Chronicles of 1147. Its kreml or stone citadel, parts of which still 
stand, was built in 1514-21. It is an episcopal see of the Orthodox Greek church and it boasts two cathe
drals and an industrial museum. The Tolstoy estate, .. Serene Meadows·• (Yasnaya Polydna), is about 
ten miles away. 

Stamps: Twenty years before issuing its first adhesive zemstvo stamp, Tula emitted a series of 12 
stamped envelopes, all of 5 kopecks value and variously hand stamped with oval or rectangular designs 
enclosing lettered inscriptions. 

Tula's only adhesive zemstvo stamp, also 5 kopecks in value, showed the figure of value in each 
corner and a coat of arms surmounted by a crown in the centre. The field of the shield shows three 
crossed staves or long boards with a hammer above and below. The stamps were lithographed in blue 
and red. At first the stamps were issued imperforate but the later ones appeared with pin point or "sewing
machine .. perforations. Some special proofs of these stamps were issued in black and gold or with bronze 
in the red for members of the city's zemstvo board. 

TVER GOVERNMENT 
(Six zemstvo-issuing cities: Byezhetsk, Korsheva. Ostashkov, Rzhev, Tver and Vessigonsk). 
Period of zemstvo activity within the government: 1867-1913. 

Tver is a government of central Russia, northwest of the Moscow complex, located on the Upper 
Volga. It is bounded by the governments of Novgorod, Yaroslavl, Vladimir, Smolensk, Moscow and 
Pskov. Although its highest elevations are in the west it lies on the southern slope of the Valdai plat
eau. It is in the west where the Volga, the Southern Dvina and the Msta rivers rise in marshes and the 
government's many lakes. Nearly the whole of Tver is drained by the Upper Volga and its tributaries
the Vazuza, Dubna, Sestra, Tvertsa and tributaries of the Mologa. Its clayey soil is not particularly 
fertile and the climate is cold. 

Area: 24,967 square miles. Population (1906): 2,053,000. 
In addition to its navigable rivers, Tver has a canal system which connects the Upper Volga with 

the Baltic and the Tikhvin canal system which connects the Mologa with Lake Ladoga. This situation 
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facilitates its shipments of corn, linseed, spirits, flax, hemp and timber to and from its many river ports. 
Principal crops also include rye, wheat, oats, barley and potatoes. Chief occupation in addition to agri
culture include cotton and flour milling, refining beet sugar, working in iron foundries and distilleries. 
Also important are the village trades, such as weaving, lace making, boat building, making pottery and 
sacks and fish nets. 

Historically, in the 13th Century there was a question for a time whether Moscow or Tver would 
rule Great Russia. It was with Tatar aid in 1486 that the former won in 1486 by the capture of the city 
of Tver. 

The government is divided into 12 districts of which the principal cities, other than those which 
issued zemstvos, were Kalyazin, Kashin, Staritsa, Torzhok, Vishniy Volochok and Zubtsov. 

Byezhetsk (Tver Government) 
Stamp Issuing Period: July I, 1872-1894. The post was suppressed in 1896. 

Byezhetsk is situated in the north central portion of the Tver government on the right bank of the 
Mologa river and on a rail line that links it with Staraya Russa (Novgorod government) to the west and 
Yaroslav (Yaroslav government) to the east. The town, which grew in population from 5,423 in 1860 
to 9,090 in 1897, had active trading in grains, hemp, flax, proressed linen and small hardware articles, 
such as nails and axes. lts small manufacturies were noted for the quality of the scythes and shearing 
hooks they produced. 

Byezhetsk was mentioned in the Chronicles of 1137. On the fall of Novgorod in 1479 (to which 
i t had belonged) Byezhetsk was incorporated into the grand duchy of Moscow. 

Stamps: Byezhetsk, fourth city in the government to issue zemstvo stamps, had 11 principal issues 
appearing in 10 chief designs. Nine were typeset, all but one of which were rectangular and the other 
circular. The tenth and final issue was a lithographed one showing the crown of Tver on a three-legged 
stool over a clump of flax or grain. The Tver crown, incidentally, appears in two of the nine typeset 
designs. All Byezhetsk stamps appeared in black ink on coloured papers of various hues, including 
shades of green, rose, blue, grey and granite. All of Byezhetsk's stamps were of 3 kopecks value. 

Korche1·a (Tver Government) 
Stamp lssuing Period: 1876-1902. The post was suppressed in 1911. 

Korcheva lies in the eastern portion of the Tver government about 40 miles east of the city of 
Tver. lt is on the south bank of the Volga just above where that river is joined by the Tvertsa. Kor
cheva was a small (population 2,400 in 1900) agricultural community which sent its cereal grain crops by 
boat down the Volga. The town council which handled zemstvo affairs including postal matters. school
ing and dissemination of information on crop raising was made up of 12 merchants and leading farmers. 

Stamps: Korcheva had two principal issues of stamps appearing in five printings in two similar 
designs. • The designs, a conventional rectangle enclosing two intersecting circles, closely resembled that 
of the first stamp issued in 1874 by Gdovin St. Petersburg government. Also like Gdov's stamps, those 
of Korcheva were of 2 kopecks value with the figure appearing in the overlapping portions of the circles 
and in each corner. And as was the case with the early stamps of Gdov, all of Korcheva's stamps were 
lithographed in one colour, namely blue, which appeared in different shades in the various printings. 
Different types of white and bluish-white paper were used. All were imperforate. Korcheva·s coat of 
arms which appears on its seal but not on any of its stamps shows the crown of Tver on a four-legged 
pedestal in the upper field and a crouching rabbit facing left in the lower half of the field. 

(Note-Schmidt erroneously lists the first of Korcheva's two stamps of 1889 as being of 3 kopecks 
rnlue). 

Ostashko,, (Tver Government) 
Stamp Issuing Period: Jan. I, 1878-1906. 

Ostashkov lies in the northwest sector ofTver government on the south bank of Lake Seliger which 
supplies the headwaters of the Upper Volga. It is 108 miles west northwest of the city ofTver. Despite 
the fact that the climate of the Ostashkov district is damp and unhealthy, the proximity of the Smolenskiy 
Zhitnyi monastery on a nearby island in the lake and the development of petty trades combined to bring 
early prosperity to the community. The trades included the building of small boats and the making of 
fish nets. ln the town itself, tanneries were developed and it became a centre for the making of shoes 
and boots as well as for small agricultural implements. Ostashkov has a cathedral which was constructed 
during 1672-85. By 1900, Ostashkov attained a population of 10,457. 
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Stamps: Ostashkov, last of the Tver communities to commence the issuance of zemstvo stamps, 
had three issues-all of similar design, all lithographed in black and all of 3 kopecks value. Differences 
are found in the colours of paper (lilac, red, blue, yellow and rose), perforations (13, 11 ½ and imperfor
ate) and in minor variations in the size and the design, particularly in the coat of arms. It shows a double
headed eagle in the upper half of the field and three fish (upper two faced left and lower one faced right) 
in the lower half of the field. 

Rzhev (Tver Government) 
Stamp Issuing Period: Feb. 10, 1867-1890. 

Rzhev lies astride the Upper Volga, 76 miles southwest of the capital city of Tver, in the south
west section of the government. At this point, the river swings northeast toward Tver. Rzhev is also 
on the north-south rail line linking Torzhok and Vyazma and on the east-west line between Velikiye
Luki and Moscow. It also was in the centre of a large transit trade between Ore!, Kaluga and Smolensk 
and the ports of St. Petersburg and Riga. Flax and hemp are grown in this region. Main occupations 
in Rzhev included building of river boats, pottery making and working in tanneries and breweries. It 
was the construction of rail lines in the mid-19th century which helped develop its industries. Rzhev·s 
population in 1890 was 21,400. 

In the 12th century, Rzhev belonged to Smolensk. but later passed under the control of Novgorod 
and for a time prior to its annexation by Moscow soon after 1486 the two sections of the town, separated 
by the Volga, were ruled by two princes. · 

Stamps: Rzhev, first city in Tver to issue zemstvos, had ii principal issues in seven chief designs. 
two of which were circular and typeset. Two others featured the "2" of the kopeck value (the only value). 
The other designs centred around a coat of arms, showing a crown with or without a pillow above a four
legged stool. All issues other than the two typeset circular ones were lithographed, several in two col
ours. Colours used were black, red, blue, yellow and grey. 

In 1888 and 1891 Rzhev also issued stamped envelopes, all of 3 kopecks value. Colours included 
those used on the stamps and also gold. 

Tver (Tver Government) 
Stamp Issuing Period: 1869-1888. 

Tver is located in the east central portion of the government of which it is the capital. It is at the 
confluence of the Volga and the Tvertsa, the former being crossed by a floating bridge at this point in 
the latter part of the 19th century. Tver is an active industrial city with active trade between it and Mos
cow and St. Petersburg. Its chief industries included cotton and flour mills, glass works, tanneries, saw
mills, railway carriage works and a wharf at which were constructed small river boats. Principal domestic 
trades included nail-making and the shipping of home-made hosiery to St. Petersburg and Moscow. Tver 
is an archiepiscopal see of the Greek Orthodox church. Its oldest church dates back to 1564 and its 
cathedral was built in 1689. 

Tver dates back to 1180 when a fort was built on its present site to assist in resistance to Novgorod. 
In the 13th century it bec;1me the capital of an independent principality, remaining so until 1486 when it 
was taken over by the Moscovites. It was formally annexed in 1490. In 1570, Ivan the Terrible slaugh
tered some 90,000 persons in the principality. Tver was recognized in the late 19th century as the heart 
of Russian rural liberalism. (The Soviets have renamed the city Kalinin). 

Stamps: Tver, second city of the government to issue zemstvos, had eight principal issues appear
ing in six designs, two circular and the others rectangular. All were of 2 kopecks value, th!-!' figure of 
which was featured in the circular stamps. Two of the others featured a crown resting on a three-legged 
stool with the figure "2" beneath. Its final stamp. showing the cross and the hat of an archbishop rest
ing on a throne, had a horseshoe shaped frame design like that of the Imperial Russian stamps of 1884. 
Ten years later this was copied in a Borovichi (Novgorod government) stamp. 

Vessigonsk (Tver Government) 
Stamp Issuing Period: 1871-1913. 

Vessigonsk lies on the extreme northeastern section of the Tver government, practically on the 
boundary line which separates it from that of Novgorod oblast. It is on the right bank of the Mologa 
river as it sweeps southward to join the Volga. The locality is a marshy one with some peat bogs. Flax 
is a common crop. Fishing and net-m'lking were the principal occupations in Vessigonsk whose populat-
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fon in 1900 was about 4,000. A road running parallel with the Mologa on its north bank joined the town 
with Ustyuthna (Novgorod government) to the northwest and with Rybinsk (Yaroslav government) to 
the southeast. 

Stamps: Vessigonsk had five principal issues of stamps appearing in four major designs, all dis
similar. Its 42-year- period of issuing zemstvo stamps was the longest of any city in the Tver government. 
Although Vessigonsk's stamp designs were varied all had one feature in common: the city's coat ofarms 
in the centre. In this the upper half of the field shows a crown on a pedestal-like support and the lower 
half a crawfish. The first and third designs were conventionally rectangular in shape, but the second, 
appearing in several printings (1873, 1877 and 1881) was oval and all with the date "1870" beneath the 
<:<>at of arms. The fourth design, issued in 1895, was rectangular (36 by 24 mm). It again showed the 
coat of arms, this time with a crown atop it and the values flanking the field. This issue was elaborately 
done lithographing in three and four colours-black, red, gold and green for the 10 kopeck value. Vessi
gonsk's final issues (1903 and 1912-13) were of the St. Petersburg "key plate" design of the Ardatov type. 
The city's stamps appeared in six values-½, 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 kopecks. 

(To be continued) 
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